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"High-Brows-

We can see however that so
long as the colleges demand this
dead stuff the common schools are
compelled to teach it as well,
that their graduates may be
started for college by the' public
schools.
.
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an ocean of unspeakable pain'
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The Greatest Mother in the
need; to
CTRETCHING forth her hands to all-iJew or Gentile, black or white; knowing no
.
favorite, yet favoring all.
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Ready and eager to comfort at a time when
comfort is most needed. Helping the, little home
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The Red Cross Drive Meeting
at Mosquero Monday night was
well attended and good interest
was shown, The Roy delegation
received a cordial welcome and
did their best to, entertin and
interest. Mosquero will be with
us in going over the top with the
second War Drive.

An auto accident which thrilled
those who witnessed it with
horror occurred on the
road at the Homestead of the
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editor Monday, night. Mrs. H.E,
Dean of Solano accompanied by
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Auto Accident

Mrs. Paul Plank and another lady
and three children had been to
Roy and were going home with
her Ford loaded with supplies
The Red Cross Meeting at they had purchased. The big
Solano Tuesday night was a !Studebaker "6" from the Roy
signal success! a large audience Garage with the party of "Four-- i
greeted the "Four Minute Men" Minute Men" from Roy accomalthough
the farmers of the panying J. Floersheim in the Red
community are busier than ever Cross War Drive campaign headbefore planting summer Cropy. ed for Moquero overtook them
The Speakers J. Floersheim Irvin and the driver turned out to pass,
Ogden Wm G Johnson and Rev. He cut in ahead of her so close-tha- t
she was obliged to turn out
Matthews were in better form
than at the beginning of the or run into the big car. She
of the Drive and the audience turned out onto the rough praire-'was most interested and sympa- sod and it is likely the steering-thetic. A good start was mad?. wheel was jerked from her hands
Solano is going to give a good at any rate the Ford ran some
account of herself in the finish. 'distance on two wheels turned
across the road leaped into the
a;r and turned completly over
Red Cross War Drive spilling all the occupant3 out as
and
closes Saturday night at Roy from a box
two
with
landed on its side
with a Rousing Mass Meet- wheels in the air six feet beyond
ing followed by a Dance' All The big car was stopped and
the party in it got to the wreck
are invited to come and see as quickly as possible. All the
people in the Ford were up on
the Mesas Donation
their feet except Mrs. Plank who
GO OVER THE TOP.
was stuned by falliirj; on her,
head. She soon revised and was
able to help gather up the wreckThe War Drive Rally at Mills age. All were bruised but none
Wednesday night waa well at- seriously. The car was tighted
tended and a very interesting and found to be all right except
meeting. A number of Roy peo- the wind shield which was
ple drove up for the drive and to smashed otherwise It was uninsee how the "Spielers" were jured The ladies and the children
improving. The Mills people will were all game and they gathered
be in with their share of the up their belongings packed them
allotment or it will not be the in the car and, refusing a driver
fault of their chairman. Chas went on home the big car trailWeatherill and his corps of ing them to Solano to see that no
solicitors.
further accident occurred.
All parties to the afiair are' reJ. Floersheim Chm. of the Red joiced that it resulted in so
e
Cross Drive has donated two
if
which
moral
and the
town lots in Roy to the War obvious has been driven homo tc
Drive and they have been dispos- many members of tha party- ed of for the benefit of the fund. RatVtv f.hou d never fce sacr;r
This is the largest donation yet to syeod.
reported as they are valued at
R120. All the tickets are sold.
Chaves was up f ; orr,

great net of mercy drawn through
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Th Graduation of the Roy High
School and Grammar School 8th
Grade Graduation, which has
been the all absorbing topie of
many for the past several weeks,
culminated Friday night in the
most brilliant Commencemet
affair ever attempted in Roy.
The new Baptist Church, built
on ample lines and which we
had bnlived was large enough to
accommodate any crowd we were
apt to have here, was filled to its
cepacity and many were unable
to get inside to hear the program
The two classes made a brave
array of chjvarlry and beauty as
the High School class of five
young ladies and one young man
and the eighth Grado with Nine
boys and seven girls filed upon
the stage and were seated under
their class colors and mottoes.
We wish we might mention
each member of the classes espec- ially but that is beyond our facilities. The, program as published
last week was presented and
every number was a gem in its
class. The Valedictorians Miss
Dorothy Gibbs, for the Eighth
Grade who refused to say Goodby
but looked ahead into the future
for her class, and Miss Erma
Russell who presented an impassioned plea for "Patriotism and
Loyalty" to her audience and
classmates, were splendid spokes
men for their classes and credit
to their teachers and themselves
Une number not on the Program was an address by Dean
Carroon of the N. M. State
Normal which was a surprise to
all and coming from one of his
high rank in educational machinery was absolutely revolutionary.
He declared that the Colleges
and Schools were not up to date
that they were not giving the
younger generations the things
they should have in the training
for their lives which are to be
lived in the future, not in the
past. That they were not teach
ing them the patriotism the com
prehension of the necessity for
our Democracy that they should
in short that they "were dragging
along a lot of old dead bodies of
pets of a former generation now
obsolete and disgusting- in the
form of Latin and useless forms
of Mathematics and history that
were better forgotten, to the exclusion of the things and languages and mathematice and
general learning that is now
vital and useful and necessary
and which is not permitted in
school because the teachers who
learned this old junk are too old
,to learn modern things, and they
excuse the dragging along of the
old carcasses by claiming that
if the children can learn them
it will stretch their minds so they
can better grasp mobern ideas
These are not the Deans words
but the idea, and he .urged
strenuously
that the schools
should teach things that are
useful now and will be in the
future, that old men cannot
comDrehend but that is the
heritage this generation is leav
ing to pupils of the schools.
We have long belived this to
be true but dared not suggest it
"
in public as the
would immediately hiss it as the
dream of the ignorant and show
that there was no "Precedent"
for it. If the Dean has his way
"Precedent" would soon be' a
properly obsolete word in the
bright Lexicon of youth and we
say heartily Amen, to all of it.
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toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
"ROY. Mora County. "New Mexico. Saturday, May ó. I'JIS.
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Seeing ,all things with a mother's seventh sense
that's blind to jealousy and meanness; seeing men
in their true light as naughty children snatching,
biting, bitter but with a hidden side that's quickest
touched by mercy.
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Reaching out her hands across the sea to
No Man's Land to cheer with warmer comforts
thousands who must stand and wait in stenched and
crawling holes andv watersoaked entrenchments
where cold and wet bite deeper) so they write, than
Boche steel or lead.
.

little-damag-

She's warming thousands, feeding thousands,
healing thousands from her store; the Greatest
Mother in the World the Red Cross.

'

Your help is needed give till the heart says
stop.

Judfe

Albert Wednesday.

ay Day Report

y
The Red Creas Chapter 6f
n
ojx-room
Work
will have the
afterWednesday
Monday and
noons and Thursdays a!: day.
Every woman not- otherwise
s
engaged or kepi at Lome l y
should help in this bur-'
the object
of the Service
s
which is to mend the bale
Uqv.
ve
we
and care for
Our Soldier Bo;.
Mrs. FRAN :I A- - ROY, Clrx
;
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The foiling is a summary of
the financial statement of the
May "Day business at Roy. A
list of the articles donated will
be published next week as the
type could not be set for it this
week.

Every cent of every dollar received for the Red Cross War Fund goes for War Relief.
Th. American Rp1 Crops is the largest and iost
efficient organization tor the relief of suffering that th.
World has ever seen.
It is mad. up almost entirely of volunteer workers,
the hlKher executives lielns without exception men accustomed to large affairs, who are in almost all easel

giving their services Vithout pay.
It is supported entirely by its membership fees and
by voluntary contributions.
It Is. today brinfcing relief to suffering humanity,
both military and civil, in every War torn allied country.
It plans tomorrow to help In the work of restoration throughout the world.

The address by Secretary of
State, Antonio Lucero, was start
ed in his own inimitable way and
the lessen of his address, which
we all regret he was obliged to
read owing to lack of time to
prepare It, was a plea for the
teaching of Agriculture and Stock
Raising in the public schools
instead of some of the branches
that are not practical and he
emphasized the fact that the
mind of a child could be developed far better on useful and
modern lines than on old and
obsolet "Canned knowledge"
that i has been discredited by
modern science.

It feeds and clothes entire populations In times of

great calamity.

It is there to help your soldier boy In his time o
need.
With Its thousands of workers, Its tremendous
stores and smooth running transportation facilities
It Is serving as America's advance guard and thu
helping to win the war.
Conpress authorizes It.
President Wilson heads It.
The War Department audits Its accounts.
Your Army, your Navy and your Allies enthusiastically endorse it.
Twenty-tw- o
million Americans have joined It.
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$ 247.35

A
159,40 gin

1,893.25

Auetion Sale,
Dinner,
Supper,
Dance'
Total,
Mother

Sisters School

Protracted Meeting will
at Roy Rapiist Ch;;r

pupil in the High School and
43.26 Wednesday evening May Zi
promised that they would be
64.55 The Pastor Rev. Dawn ars.s trd
v- accepted with the Signature of
$1,817.81 by Rev. A. L. Maddox a
Sister Camilla tha
Supt. Russell at their face value
will conduct th'.1
Missionary,
Superior of St. Joseph's Acadein.applications for admission to
tnutric, will by in
Services.
Ihe
EXPENSES.
my of Chicago
and Sister
Mr.
charge
Crowe.
of
ennard were here several days Hired Help.
$ 22.16
these graduates will be able with
All are cordially invited to in17. GO
Advertising,
this start, to finish the
the meetings.
tend
plans for the new Sisters School
S0.G9
Supplies for Dinner,
coure in á year and be listed for
Roy. They received offers
S1Í9Í82
first grade Certificates to teach. in
Total,
took Secretary of
Bob Grur-ifor
from
school
towns
other
the
This is a triumph of which the
Dean Carreo?)
and
Lucero
State
Roy
was the
Roy Schools may well be proud but decided that
Net Balance, to Roy Chapter,
to Wagon
Normal,
State
the
of
$1.67.89
Just what we may be able to do best and most promising town
in bis
morning
Saturday
Mound
All the
for next year is not yet plain Nbui and the right location.
lists
and
donation
records,
All
River
Red
new
via
the
going
auto
arrangements met with their
we hope another year of High
rill fllil SITlil Bridge which
nearly
so
was
Suhool can be added with the cutiic uuuiuv cu cuiu nicy iiv ai will be shotfn at anytime dur- completed that he could cross
fWohnnrW Hniicr oWir fnr th
present expenso ánd a neating
any
person
to
hours
business
ing
with the car. These are the first
plant installed in the building in starting of the school building interested.
'
real tourists to cross the canyon
as
the interest of eejnomy sanita- which will be erected as soou
Chairman
WENSELL
L.
C.
and new bridge in an auto altho
is completed.
tion and comfort. This and a few the new Rectory
Bob has crossed several times in
"
It will be arranged for board- minor repairs will make the Roy
up the
will
CROSS will have his work of finishing
Tne
Schools still better than ever be- ing School and the .first unit
cost from 4.000. to 6.000 dollars cnarge cf the Soda Fountain approaches. Cars can climb the
fore.
with provision for increasing as at tlie pAlRVIEW PHAR-necessit- y canvon hills on both sides now
The Floersheim and Roy Tradroad is practical for
demands.
MACY Satnrday, May, 25, and the
ing Co. Stores will b closed all
it is still necessary to
but
tourists
This institution is another big 'all day. All profits goes to
day Memorial Day May 30th.
pulling right
engine
your
have
Roy and a the War Drive Fund,
absolutely' deAll other business houses are step in advance for
your
breaks
and
from the
urged to do the same in, respect blessing to the people in general' Buy your drinks
in charge pendable,
girls
pretty
'
bevy of
in this part of New Mexico.
to our Nation Heroes.
'
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The presentatation of. Dip'omas
was made by Prof. J. E. Russell
with a few well chosen words of
commendation for the classes
and the parents and teachers
who had brought them to this
Red Letter day in their preparation for the life work befor them
The Dean while here took a
transcript of the credits of each
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AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

The entire German fleet is reported
to be concentrating at Kiel.
Italian destroyers sank an enemy
transport In the Adriatic sea near the
entrance to the Durazzo.
A Helsingfors dispatch says the
Russians have begun evacuation of
territory along the border of Finland.
An order for the demobilization of
the Rumanian army was published in
tho Official Gasette at Jassy on
May 14.

FROM ALL SOURCES

The German birth rate has dropped
40 per cent below that of 1913. Statistics show that the infant death rato
is normal.

SAYINGS,

D O I N Q 8,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

year.

ond

WMtira Newipeptr Union nifi TMrvic.

ABOUT THE WAR
Ten passengers, one European and
nine Arabs, were killed when the
French steamer Atlanttque was torpedoed in the Mediterranean.
Italy, In an Informal way, has made
known to' the United States that the
presence of American troops on the
Italian front is greatly desired.
American gunners have been at
work in the general bombardment that
bas been going on and have again set
buildings in Montdldler in flames.
German aviation has proven a signal
failure in the great offensive on the
western front, according to an officer
correspondent of the London Post
A daring raid on the Austrian naval
base at Pola has been made by Italian
units, and an Austrian battleship of
type has been destroyed
the 20,000-toSerbia received another credit of
13,000,000 from the treasury, making
her total indebtedness to the United
BUtes $9,000.000 and the total of all
the allies $5,766,850,000.
In intense aerial fighting on the
western front May 15, thirty-seveGerman airplanes were accounted for
by British aviators, while eleven British machines were reported missing.
Along the front from the Stelvlo
pass to Lake Garda enemy patrols
have been repulsed by the Italians.
Between Lake Garda and the Brenta
and on the Asiago plateau the artillery fire has increased.
It seems that there will be a renewal of the German thrust in the Flan
ders area shortly, either as a separate
operation or in conjunction with a reopening of the offensive on a great
scale all along the battle line.
The German troops adopted forcible
tactics in disbanding the Ukrainian
rada which had failed to serve Ger
many's purposes. A witness of the
seizure of the Ukrainian government
by the Germans arrived in Moscow
and related the details.
Martial law has been proclaimed at
Odessa by the Austrian commandant
at the request of the Germans, according to advices from Amsterdam. Street
fighting In Odessa is reported. At
Vlev, Austrian patrols are in the
streets day and night and thousands of
persons are fleeing from the city.
Four thousand' Germans and mem
bers of the Finnish White Guard were
killed in a battle near Lahtis, sixty
miles northeast of Helsingfors, It was
reported at Moscow. The German
bombardment killed many civilians.
After the occupation of Tammerfors,
eighty-fiv- e
miles northeast of Abo, by
White Guards, 500 Russian officers
and soldiers were shot. They were
executed in groups of forty or fifty by
machine guns.
n

n

WESTERN
A temporary 10 per cent wage
crease was granted by the national
bor board to St. Louis street car

Henry George Percy, seventh duke
of Northumberland, died at Alnwlek
castle, Northumberland, in his seventy-sec-

inla-

Enormous product of wool in
Estimate of 145 carloads to be
sent from Phoenix.
Five million
pounds awaiting shipment.
Included in the list of names of men
who have qualified at the third offidivicers training camp, Ninety-firs- t
sion, Camp Lewis, Washington, are
two Colorado boys and two from
Art-ton-

Wyoming.
Mrs. Francis Burton Harrison, wife
of the Philipof the governor-genera- l
pine islands, was granted an interlocutory decree of divorce in the Superior
Court at San Diego, Cal., on a charge
of desertion. '

WASHINGTON
Prohibition for Hawaii is provided
for in a bill passed by the Senate without a roll call.
President tells senators he is opposed to general investigation of the
conduct of the war.
The last obstacle in the way of registration of men 21 years old on June
( was removed when the House
adopted the conference report on the
bill.

The lowest death rate in army
camps and cantonments in this conn-tr- y
since last November was reportad
by Surgeon General Goetbals for th9
week ending May 11.
Representative Edward T. Taylor
wants the United States to have a national flower and knows of no prettier
one than the columbine open to adopTo have the state flower of
tion.
Colorado so honored is the purpose of
a bill he introduced, in the lower house
of Congress.
The War Department as fixed a
goal of 1,600,000 fighting men and
men of all branches of the service in France before the end of 1918.
President Wilson invited Charles E.
Hughes to assist in aircraft investigation, and request accepted.

Two of the German longdistance '
guns which have been bombarding
Paris, have been removed to the
Krupp plant for repairs, the Geneva
Constance Zeitung states.
Fire broke out in the boiler room of
the J. Coughlin ft Sons ship yards,
Vancouver, B. C, and did damage estimated at $1,500,000. One fireman was
killed and several injured.
An Austrian battleship was tor
pedoed by Italian naval forces in Pola
harbor, it was officially announced in
Rome. The battleship was of the
Vlrlbus Unitls type 20,000-tovessels.

'

n

the largest cltv in
the Don Cossack territory, was recaptured May 10 by the Russian soviet
troops, who drove out the Germans.
The Germans, who held Rostov for
only a day, retreated.
Great Britain is prepared to consider proposals from the enemy, provided they are put forward by accredited persons in a straightforward
manner, Foreign Secretary Balfour declared in the House of Commons.
Sergt. Frank L. Baylies of the Stork
escadrille has brought down another
German machine, the eighth to his
credit since Feb. 19. The sergeant's
home is in New Bedford, Mass., and he
formerly served in the American field
Rostov-on-Do-

ambulance.

Dispatches received at Zurich from
say that while the German
parties express great satisfaction over
the alliance with Germany, the Czechs
and the South Slavs have declared
their intention to offer most determined opposition to the Parliament

Vienna

delegations.
In a wireless message to Ambassador Joffe at Berlin, the Russian foreign minister, H. Tchitcherin, instructs
the ambassador' to "try to obtain from
Berlin cessation of every kind of hos-

tility." The dispatch adds: "Captures
of our territory are In violation of the
state of peace with Germany, and are
causing great unrest among the masses of our population."

SPORT
Jack Dempsey and Fred Fulton are
going to do battle in Milwaukee sometime in June or July.
Jess Willard,

world heavyweight

champion pugilist, has given up his
Chicago home and started by nittor
for his farm near Lawrence, Kan.,
where he said he intends to spend the
rest of his life.
Miss Fanny Durack, holder of all
women's free Style swimming records,
and Miss Minna Wylle, world champion breast stroke swimmer, sailed for
the United States, according to a cable received at San Francisco from
Sydney, N. S. W. A tour bas been ar-

ranged extending from the Pacific to
the Atlantic coast, during which the
Australian girls will meet the best of
the American girl swimmers.

GENERAL
The Third Liberty Loan exceeded
four billion mark.

'Five thousand teamsters and truck
chauffeurs went on strike without
warning in Chicago. They demand on
approximate advance of $3 a week in
wages.
Germany will begin to draft boys of
the army in October, accord
ing to the Amsterdam Telegraafe.
16 into,

"War to the death," demanded former President Taft in his keynote
speech at the opening session of the
convention of the League
to Enforce Peace, at Philadelphia.
Twelve German submarines were
sunk or captured in British waters by
the American and British destroyers
during the month of April, which was
a record, aocording to an American
war correspondent who has returned
to New York from London.
William B. Grlsson and Horace St.
John Clark were placed on trial before a general court-martiat Camp
Kearny, San Diego, Cal., accused of
murder, desertion and grand larceny.
They are charged with killing Francis
McCrary, a chauffeur, near 'Lemon
Grove, San Diego county, Jan. 9 last,
and with the theft of the car he was
driving. Both are members of B company, 157th (Colorado) infantry. Although he has been in the army more
than a yeari Clark's friends say he is
but 18 years of age. He formerly lived
in Canon City, Colo.

'It has always been my dream that
nathe two great English-speakintions should work together toward
Ideals 'of progress and civilization
common to both of us," King George
declared in receiving the American
labor
delegation at Buckingham
g

palace in London.

President Wilson asked that Memor
ial day be observed as usual and announced that in proclaiming May 30 a
day of prayer be did not intend to suggest a modification .of the usual me
morial exercises held under the aus
pices of patriotio organisations.
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Pithy News Items
Gathered From

All Over

New Mexico
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V.SPEER

DEAD

MILLS SUCCEEDS
MAYOR'S CHAIR.

R.
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Executive's Last Words Were Concerning the Upbuilding of Denver,
and Coordination in War Work.

EVENTS.
October Annual meeting; New Mezloo
Public Health Aeaoclatlon.

LO

WE HAVE

PROSIPOII

FRANCE

ME
WE'LL SEND '

NERVOUS

OFFON

.
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PRESIDE
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May be Overcome by Lydia
E. Pinkham' Vegetable

Compound Thi
Letter Proves It

Glares

i
JON.

COMINO

Wutern Newspaper Union News Service.
Denver, May 15. Robert Walter
Two prisoners escaped from the
WIN WORTHILY
mayor of vDenver, died at 3 MUST
Speer.
road camp at Deming.
o'clock Tuesday afternoon of pneu:
MogoUon purchased over $27,000
monla at bis homo, 300 Humboldt
worth of Liberty Bonds.
street, and the tolling of the bells in
OPENS GREAT RED
A new ordinance requires Santa Fé the Immaculate Conception and St PRESIDENT
saloons to close at 6 p. m.
IN NEW YORK
CROSS
DRIVE
conveyed
first
the
John's cathedrals
Twenty-twmen left Socorro for knowledge of Lb death to the citizens
ADDRESS.
service in the national army.
of Denver.
Northern New Mexico more than
Not rntil an hour before he died did
doubled its Liberty Loan quota of
be lose consciousness
and until that Western Newspaper Union News Service.
time his mind was trained on the
New York. To win the war thi
The government crop report for problems of the city he loved. Also United States is determined to set no
May 1 shows New Mexico crops In an the question, which had been clos
restrictions on the number of men to
est to his heart, one on which he be sent to France, President Wilson
good condition.
The Portales City Council at a spe- spent great thought how his city leclared here Saturday night, May 18,
could more effectively aid the nation In speech reaffirming the purpose of
cial session purchased a
a
oil engine and dynamo for the light In winning the war. For an hour be- America to set no limit on Its effort.
fore he became unconscious he insistplant.
As many men will go overseas as
The silver service to be presented ed on talking with those at his bedside hips can be found to carry them, the
to the U. S. S. New Mexico is nearlng on these matters.
President said, after referring to stateIn spite of his weakness, still refuscompletion.
It Is composed of sixty'
ments that have been made that
ing to admit that death could con
five pieces.
should go.
quer,
he discussed plans ha had
Clovis will spend $50,000 for Ira
States, he said, will not
United
The
Inprovements of the city power plant formed fully, and those which were
be diverted by insincere talk of peace
from the Teutonic powers. Their proand fire protection and $25,000 for
e
posals, be declared, spring from a
sewer extension.
to have a free hand in the east
The beer bottle was superseded in
The speech was made in opening
Albuquerque when Ignacio Noriega, a
the American Red Cross drive for a
barber, beat up another barber, Jose
second $100,000,000 war fund.
Tanes, with a pitcher.
The President was given a great
Harvesting and shipping bear grass
demonstration when he entered the
to fiber factories has developed into
Metropolitan Opera House, and was
an important Industry in eastern New
introduced by Cleveland H. Dodge.
Mexico the last few months.
Before the speaking began the
, J
V
Local draft boards throughout the
Opera House chorus, conducted by
state are getting ready for the regis
Qiullo Settl, sang the national antration of youths who have reached
thems of France, Italy, Great Britain
military age Blnce June 5, 1917.
and the United States.
J. O. prltchard has given the boys
The President was preceded by
of the crop club a part of his farm
Henry P. Davison, chairman of the
near Clovis free of rental on which to
Red Cross, who spoke of the work of
grow beans and other food crops,
the organization. Mr. Davison re'

de-lir-

mmh,

West Philadelphia, Pa. "During; th
thirty years I have been married, I nave
penn in uwi

,

.

Mayor Robert W. Speer,
complete, for carrying on his work of
city building. To his cousin, J. Frank
Adams, who sat with Mrs. Speer, and
V. L. Chucovlch, a friend of many
years, his last words were concerning
the many matters which have been in

ferred to the President as the leading
figure of the world.
In introducing the President, Mr,
Dodge said that the President had
"asked for the privilege" of marching
in the day's parade, when none of the
committee had "dared" to invite him.
The President, Mr. Dodge declared,
is the spokesman of all the great spiritual forces of the world.
The President started speaking by
saying he did not come to New York
to tell of the work of the Red Cross,
but to tell what "I think It all means."
"There are two duties with which
we are face to face," he said. "The
first duty is to win the war. The
second is to win it greatly and
worthily."
"I have heard men say," said he,
"that we must put 5,000,000 men In
France. Why limit it to that number.
Every ship shall go on every voyage
with every man and all the supplies it
can carry."
The crowd arose and cheered when
he said, "I am here to stand by Russia as well as France."
"I summon you to the comradeship,
I summon you in this next week to
say how much and how sincerely and
how unanimously you sustain the
heart of the world,", said the President in closing.

his hands for a closer cooperation
with the government service on the
part of Denver, and a coordination of
the city's best energies and minds for
war work.
Then he closed his eyes. From that
time on he gradually grew weaker,
his heart refusing to respond to the
stimulation administered by his physician, who had been with him constantly sin co Sunday, when pneu
monia claimed him as a victim. Death
came to him In easy form, painless.
Mr. Speer was 63 years old. He
gible officers.
had
been weeks at his desk, long
isThe draft board at Albuquerque
hours
each day. Contracting a severe
sued a call to railroad men and stock
cold, he had refused the urgent pleas
raisers to volunteer following the reof his fronds to go to his borne. The
ceipt of a letter from Capt R. C.
strain of the burdens of city govern
Reld of Santa Fé, saying that brake-mement and his illness sapped his
flagmen, conductors and stock
strength and left him little with
raisers were wanted by the army.
which to combat the ravages of the
SEIZE 500 IN SINN FEIN PLOT.
The car driven by George W. Cof- dread disease.
fey 'Of Dedman, Union county, leaped
As the word went speeding from ofout into space on the second turn de fice to office and store to store, men Most of Chief Conspirators Taken Into
Custody.
scending the precipitous La Bajada of business and the professions voiced
London. Five hundred Sinn Feiners
Hill road near Santa Fé. Coffey was a sorrow that bespoke the feeling
instantly killed and the car demol- with which Mr. Speer was held in were arrested at various towns in Ireland May 18, according to a Dublin disished. , Coffey's wife and grandson Denver.
patch. Prof. Edward De Valera, presihad gotten out to walk down the hill
The body of the mayor now rests
and say that he was nervous about in his home. Interment will be in dent of the Sinn Feins; Arthur Grifmaking the descent for the first time. Falrmount cemetery and, in all prob- fith, founder of the Sinn Fein ; CountCoffey originally came from Oklahoma ability, eventually the citizens of Den- ess Marklevlcz, Dr. Dillon and William
and was en route to San Juan county ver will erect a mausoleum as their Cocgrave, Sinn Fein member of Parliament for Kilkenny, were arrested.
to settle there.
tribute to the man.
city
municipal
At
employés
hall
employed
Four Austrians
at the
coal mine, seven miles north- cried openly when they were told. BAKU FIRED,
DEAD
east of Raton, were asked to buy Lib- Monday had been set for the mayor's
return
to
his
to
up
again
desk
take
erty Bonds and refused. They are althe work Into which be had, since his German Forces 8elze Bjorko Island in
so alleged to have cursed the United
two years ago, thrown all
Finland Gulf, Thirty Miles Norththey
were
States. Afterwards
taken his energies. That work now must be
west of Petrograd.
by a party of miners, stripped to their taken up by W. F. R. Mills, manager
waists, smeared with black varnish, of parks, who automatically becomes
Petrograd, May 20. German troops
coated with feathers, and rabbit skins mayor. He will carry out, it is said, have accupied Bjorko, an island in the
and marched out of camp at midnight the policies Mr. Speer held, and .con- Gulf of Finland south of Viborg, and
in front of two automobiles.
Two tinue the great works of improvement thirty miles northwest of Petrograd.
miles out of camp they were released he had started.
and given clothing.
Moscow, May 20. Musselmans and
in a
Two ranchmen are dead and three JAMES GORDON BENNETT DEAD. Bolshevik forces are engaged
deadly conflict at Baku, on the Caspersons seriously wounded as the repian sea., According to dispatches to
sult of a pistol duel eighty miles west Noted New York Publisher Passed the Moscow newspapers, 2,000 persons
Away In France.
Magdalena.
of
Forest Rangers SimBcaulleu,
France. James Gordon have been killed and 3,000 wounded.
mons and Carajo, who are also deputy
Bennett, proprietor of the New York Various parts of the town, including
United States marshals, went to the
bazaar,
Herald, died May 14, after having been entire streets and the Persian
'
ranch of C. C. Cooper to serve a war- unconscious for two days. Mr. Ben- are b urnlng.
rant on his son Bruce, an alleged nett's last words before relapsing InTurkish regulars and Kurds, adk
slacker. Young Cooper resisted arrest to unconsciousness were In relation to vancing in Persia, have accupied
and Ushnu, south of Lake Urand fired at Simmons, wounding him. his newspaper Interests. Mrs. Bennett
mia, according to newspaper dispatchThe father came to his son's assist- was with her husband when he died.
ance and at that juncture Carajo shot
Upon the death of his father, the es from Tiflis.
A dispatch from Tabriz says that the.
and killed the elder Cooper and his younger Bennett, then just past 30
son. Homer Cooper, a younger son, year, inherited the largest newspaper Turks' objective is Enzell, which will
then came out of the house, and he fortune accumulated by any American become the central base from which
the British will be menaced in Mesowas shot and severely wounded.
publisher up to that time.
potamia.
Announcement was made that John
W. Poe of Roswell had been offered
Million Tons of Ships Completed.
and accepted, the office of state fuel
Five Children Burned to Death.
Washington. The first million tons
administrator, succeeding W. C. Mc- of ships completed and delivered to
Silver City, N. M Five children of
Donald, deceased.
the United States government under Thomas Plnson, a ranchman living
Governor Lindsey prevented the the direction of the shipping board five miles east of here, were
burned
prize fight between Mexican Pete Ev- have been put on the high seas to help
to death in a fire which destroyed the
erett of Colorado Springs and Mike defeat Germany. A total of 159 vesBaca of Santa Fé on the ground it was sels of 1,108,621 tons was completed up Plnson home. Of six children alone
In the house, Levi, aged 9, who had
assault and battery.
to May 11, according to statistics com- gone to tho well for a drink, was the
At the meetings of the Poultry and piled by experts of the shipping board.
Pet Stock associations throughout the Since Jan. 1 more than half of the to- only one to survive. Those who percountry, It was decided to place rab- tal tonnage 667,896,' has been deliver- ished were Bertha, aged 13; Eva, 10;
bit breeding on the same footing as ed, and the monthly totals have shown George, 6, and Alice and Mary.
twins. An exploding lamp is behm nnuitrv industry next year.
a steady Increase.
lieved to have caused the fire.
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were worn

body

was finally
persuaded to try
LydiaE. Pinkham

out I
;

s ".

f
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Vegetable

Com-

pound and it made
a well woman of
me, I can now do
all mw hnimwworlr
iHn
women to toy

and advise all
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound 'and I will guárante they will
Mrs.
deriva great benefit from
Frank Fitzgerald, 25 N. 41at Street,
West Philadelphia, Pa.
There are thousands of women everywhere in Mrs. Fitegerald'i condition,
suffering from nervousness, backache,
headaches, and other symptoms of

it"

functional derangement It was a
grateful spirit for health restored which
led her to write this letter to that other
women may benefitfrom her experience
and find health as sha bas dona.
For suggestions In regard toyonr condition write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicina
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of their
40 years experience is at your service.

Skin Tortured
Babies Sleep
After
Cuticura
3S. Olataaat
ai ES.
28

of

They will be the richest at the end
this war who have given the most.

FARMERS ARE WORKIXa HARDER
And using their feet more than ever before,
For all these workers the frequent use ol
Allen's Foot-Ea- se,
the antlseptlo powder te
be shaken Into the shoes and sprinkled in th
increasei their efficiency and Insures needed physical comfort. It takes the
Friction from the Shoe, freshens the feet,
and prevents tired, aching and blistered feet.
Women everywhere are constant tuert of
Allen's Foot-Ea- se.
Don't get foot sore, get
Sold by dealers every,
Allen's Foot-Ea- se.
foot-bat-

where, 25o.

Adv.

,

Conscientious

Cuss.

"Enos Dubblehook Is the most conscientious gent In town," related the
landlord of the Petunia tavern. "Thi
other evening the fellers here in the
office were telling funny stories, and
Enos got off one about a drunken moo
meeting a ghost. He strung the yarn
out quite a distance, and then, after he
had got through and we had all laughed
politely, he recollected that a drunken
man always says 'Hie !' And so, as h
wanted to be perfectly accurate, he told
the whole story over again, putting in
the missing hiccoughs at the proper intervals. I sometimes think that with
a little different education Enos would
German spy."

s
have mode a
Kansas City Star.
first-clas-

A Literal Translation.
brother while home from Camp
Grant told this Incident that happened
recently in the camp. Two of the boyt
in his company were placed in tin
guardhouse oue morning and were
surprised to see euch other.
One said, "Well, Mac, what you Id
here for?"
"Why, I'm In here on account of mj
furlong."
"You don't inenn furlong; you mean
'
furlough."
"No,. I don't; I went too 'fur and
stayed too long." Exchange.
My

Mistakes are opportunities for learning.

Emerson.

2,000

sir

.

SouJ-bula-

ueuui

and had several at
tacks of nervous
prostration until it
seemed as if the
organs in my whole

i

lillKl

Harry Preston, aged about 30 years
and recently from Los Angeles, Calif.,
was arrested at Gallup and locked In
the county Jail. The man is charged
with a statutory offense, a
girl, it is alleged, being his victim.
A memorial service for Capt. Joseph
Quesenberry, who was killed In
France, was held at the Las Cruces ar
mory. Captain Quesenberry's home
was in Las Cruces, and his father is
one of the leading ranchers of the Me
silla valley.
On motion of U. S. District Attorney
Summers Burkhart and Assistant U. S
District Attorney J. O. Seth, the trial
of
John M. Blrkner, on the
charge of violating the espionage act
was postponed at Santa Fe until the
fall term of court.
Eight New Mexicans were announc
ed by the committee on public infor
mation at Washington as graduates
of the third officers' training camp at
Camp Kearny, California. These graduates will be carried on the list of eli

(

W)nands
Saving of Sujar,
Saving of Fuel,
Use ot other

(nwMfaeat
--No Waste.

answers every
demand. Its an
and delicious food, a builder and maintainer

of Vigor and Health.

Try it.
"Ther&sa Reason
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GOOD TILLAGE IS ESSENTIAL TO BEST

Memorial Day's New Message
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There is comparatively little
difference of opinion In regard to
the tillage of peach trees. The
conviction- of the best growers
in practically all
peach-produ-

i

,lng sections is

' age
i

'

Is

that

!

;

J

'
thorough till- - .

essential to the continued

;

successful
maintenance of a . .
peach orchards Tillage Improves J '

the physical condition of the
land, saves moisture and assists
in making the plant food in the
'
soil available.

f

Generally speaking, a peach orchard
should be tilled throughout Its entire
life, beginning with the first season

lfter the trees are planted. If, for the

Jake of economy or for other reasons,
Is impracticable to work the entire
area between the trees, It Is usually
feasible to confine the tillage for the
first year or two to a narrow strip
along each row. But the width of the
tilled strip Bhould be extended each
season and by the third year the entire
surface should receive attention. By
this time the roots of the tree extend
beyond the spread of the branches and
the entire space between the rows,
where the trees have been planted the
usual distances apart, Is rapidly becoming filled with small rootlets and
root hairs through which molstuie and
pi n nt food In solution are taken up.
Time for Tillage.
Under normal or standard conditions
In most
districts the advice applies generally to begin the tillage In the spring as soon as the soil
Is in suitable condition to work. But
In the case of bearing orchards, some
of the most experienced growers wait

tt

peach-growin-

Sí

g

until after the fruit has set before they
begin, in the belief that earlier tillage
may influence adversely the setting of
the fruit. The presence of a cover
crop, its ehuructer, and the needs of
the noil with reference thereto are
other factors that may Influence the
tinte of beginning of tillage.
If the soli Is hard or If there is a
cover crop that has made considerable
growth, It will be necessary to turn
the soil with a plow and follow with a

BROWN SWISS GOOD GRAZERS
Animals Are Mild and Docile and Rank
Well In Milk Production
Records of Cow.

l

Much

harrow, cultivator, or such other tillage Implement as best suits the needs
of Individual orchards. If the soli Is
light, plowing In the spring can sometimes be omitted, as some type of cultivator will be found adequate to pulverize thoroughly the soli to a sufficient
depth. The surface should be kept as
nearly level as possible. For Instance,
If the soil Is plowed toward the trees
at one time, It should be turned away
from them at a later plowing.
Keep Soli Light
In general, the orchard should be
gone over with some kind of a tillage
Implement often enough to keep the
soil thoroughly light and loose, or, In
other words, in the condition of a dust
mulch, for a depth of at least three or
four Inches. If a crust forms on the
surface, or If the dust mulch becomes
compact, evaporation of the moisture
that Is In the soil will become excessively rapid and an unnecessary and
perhaps serious loss of moisture which
Is jieeded by the trees will occur. As
the surface Is made compact by rain,
tillage Is advisable, as a rule, after
each rainy period or after heavy showers; also as much more frequently as
the Impaired condition of the dust
mulch may maké necessary. In Irrigated orchards tillage should generally
follow soon after each application of
water.
End Tillage Operations.
Tillage operations are usually continued until mldsenson the last of
July or the first of August. By that
time the growth of the trees for the
season will have been largely made,
fruit buds for the next seasons's crop
will have begun to form, the fruit of
the mldseason varieties will have completed a large proportion of its growth,
and the later varieties will finish their
development during a period when less
moisture Is required for the various
functions of the tree than earlier In
the season. Where cover crops or
e
crops are desired, they
should be sowed, In many cases, by this
green-manur-

time.
As the trees become large, some of

the extension types of tillage Implements are advantageous, as they make
possible the working of the soil under
the branches without unduly crowding
the team Into the trees.
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SPARE TIME IN GARDEN

"

(Prepared by the United States De- partment of Agriculture.)
.
What does It cost to raise a
bushel of potatoes, beans, toma- -

S
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.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
I toesr
The Brown Swiss breed, which does
It may be more than It costs . ,
not have a widespread distribution In
to buy them if you consider '
"
the United States, originated in the
your labor.
canton of Schwyz, In Switzerland, and I!
But when the nation is In
U found principally in New York and
need of more food to win the !
Wisconsin.
war It Is no time to consider la- - J
The cattle vary in color from a light-grn- y
bor of this sort.
to
mouse color or brownish-duIt It time to produce food ; ; J
ilnrk brown. They are mild and docile
.I
time to have a
and are excellent grazers, especially on
backyard garden.
Of course, you are willing to
put in your spare time nnd lo- bor in this way to help the boys
l", at the front fight your battles.
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METHODS OF PRUNING GRAPE
Important Work, Both a Regards
Quantity of Fruit and Cost
of Production.
(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
In no fruit crop does pruning play
so important a part, both as regards

Good Type of Brown Swiss Breed.
Cows average about 1,250
pounds in weight and bulls from 1,500
to 2,500 pounds.
This breed ranks well In milk production, with a moderate percentage

roush land.

of fat.
In the Brown Swiss breed the
-

of 199 cows

that

aver-g- e

have completed

yearly records for the register of production Is 10,808.7 pounds of milk, testing 3,995 per cent, amounting to 433.45
pounds of butterfat. The ten highest
milk producers of the breed range from
19,400.6 to 16,496.7 pounds of milk
with tin average, for these ten, of
pounds. The ten highest butter-fa-t
producers of the Brown Swiss
range from 798.16 to 647.30 pounds,
with an average, for these ten, of 683.72
pounds of butterfat.

.2

"

the quantity of fruit borne and the
cost of. producing it, as with the
grapé. In fact the manner of pruning
employed determines to a very, large
extent the cost of maintaining a vineyard. Certain styles of pruning require a large expenditure of money
In the construction of supports or
trellises and an equal outlay each season for tying, both early inthe season and during the summer.
Other
systems require less expensive trellises, and little or no expenditure of
time or money in spring and summer
tying, thus making a very considerable difference In the cost of producing a good quantity of fruit and, since
grapes have, during the last decade,
become so cheup, the margin of profit
left to the grower over and above the
cost of production Is very small, even
when the most economical systems of
training are employed.

Orchard Produces Much,
No part of the farm will produce
Give Cow Attention.
more for the land It occupies than
If the cow is a machine, see that
will a home orchard properly selected
and taken care of, and every farm she 1as good care and all parts properly looked after.
should have one.
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Pittsburg, Pa., May 20. Probabl
200 men were killed Saturday when
K--,nrS&
an explosion of T. N. T. demolished
ComChemical
Aetna
of
the
the plant
pany at Oakdale, on the Panhandle
division of the Pennsylvania railroad,
sixteen miles from here. Five hundred workmen were startled at noon
Brave soldiers, who have worn the blue!
by a report not much larger than the
crack of a pistol. It came from the
Brave soldiers, who have worn the gray!
soda house, but they knew its deadly
Alike
to human rights renew
Import, and as one man, they rushed
pledge of. fealty today!
Your
they
Before
for the nearest exit
could gain the open the very air
seemed to burst Into flame, the earth
lu the sight of such men breeze. There are sliders who weakheaved and rocked, and, with a roar
consecrating by their presence tha en at every German He and strengththat was heard for miles, the long faccause of the united nation. They en between lies. There are fake Inteltory buildings were hurled high Into
fought, they were defeated, they are lectuals who gurgle and coon over any
the air, carrying with them ponderous
honored, and they bless the new effort bit of unpntrlotlsm and who scream for
equipment and scores of men. A
of the united nation. They were no
but sneer at America.
great cloud of dust and smoke settled
slackers, those old men in butternut Each city, town, and villago Is Just
over the scene, and through its deadly
Men knew where they stood. Their such a pool of swaying, senseless,
fumes torn and mangled forms
presence on a platform must be a hitfeeling.
And on the plat,
dead,
but
dropped to the earth, bany
and form sits the little group of old men In
others to meet their end in the flam- All One Color Now That ter rebuke to the
the
If some wizardry blue American once, American twice,
ing debris.
of Time could muke those old men In American now and every minute and
The number of dead had not been
the Country Calls on
gray young again, and raise their com- every hour.
determined Saturday night, and .It is
rades from the grove and give them
That Is what we see when we look
possible that it may not be known for
of
youth, we know where they would at the old men In blue on our platLoyalty
the
days, If Indeed it will ever be known.
stand. To a man they would be with forms here in Flushing. Rather silent
State and county authorities agreed
the boys In khaki, fighting to make the and rather unmoved, they sit there
Her
Sons.
200.
would
reach
that it
To a man with their blue hats across their
world safe for democracy.
'Many of the Injured, some of whom
they would be Americans, and they knees Americans all the way through I
were found half a mile from the remwould be Americans from the ground It Is what those of the South see when
By ELLIS PARKER BUTLER
nants of the factory, were brought to
up, and through and through I
they look upon their old men in gray.'
Vigilantes.
of
the
Pittsburg hospitals by special trains
These men have fought. They have
Sight to Arouse Patriotism.
and In ambulances, all of them so
here In the
I wish we could have, here In Flush- lived long. Out of their battles and
badly hurt that in only a comparativeof Flushing, on ing, or out yonder In Iowa, or in the
fields came the ReWHENEVER,
ly few Instances were physicians able
we have had Oregon, a band of the old men In public as It is todny, strong and noto hold out any hope for their reble, and they have seen It and know
a pathetic affHtr In connec-io- n gray to sit on the platform at a pacovery.
with the present great world war, triotic meeting, as we have the old men that It Is good. We come In from an
The property loss was estimated at !be little hundful of aged men who In blue, sitting I know how we would air that Is permeated with disloyalty,
Jl.500,000.
all that is left of the Grand feel when we saw them seated there petty questionings and
The thought was Inspired that the ire
doubts, and we see these siof the Republic here, have before us, with the flag of our coun4rmy
Red Cross worker was needed at Oak-dal- e liad seats on the platform. In the try over them, nnd perhaps the flag lent, unmoved old men, the faithful.
more than at Pittsburg. Aban- parades they have had their place of the Confederacy they fought for They are not questioning why. It Is
doning all thoughts of parade, the In line, seated In automobiles.
Last hanging at its side. Someone would enough that the Republic has been Inwomen flocked to the afflicted area year, when these aged veterans had start singing "Dixie," and every one sulted and nsRnlled.
That is, when
by automobile and by trolley, ready their annual Memorial day parade, would slug. Someone would stnrt sing- we come to think of It, enough for all
for any sacrifice or service.
ing the
Banner," and of us.
Ihey permitted the Liberty Loan comAnd these women lent valuable aid mittee's automobiles to occupy a place every one would sing. If there were
Great Republic Born in War.
In bringing order and eystem out of !n the Une.
old men In blue sitting side by side
Out of the wars that have been
the chaotic condition among the
No doubt, when these old men are with the old men In gray, we would fought on our soil we have created a
families of workmen.
asked to the seats of honor In nffalrs weep. We could not help weeping. It Republic. Washington, Lincoln, Davis,
Answering the first call tor hos- having to do with the present war would be a night none of us would Grant and Lee, the thousands In blue
pital aid and ambulances went a corps only, there Is a desire, on the part of ever forget, because the presence of and buff, In blue nnd In gray, wrought a
of nurses and physicians from St. hose who Invite them, to honor the the old men In blue nnd In gray would Republic out of the raw, chaotic Ideas
complete pa of freedom, braving foreign powers
John's hospital.
men who fought through one war and mean to us the union of
One of the nurses, Meryl Aschel-man- , who have lived to see another and more triotlsm, North, South, East and West, and daring a struggle at home In orwas acting as a stretcher bearer normous war.
Sitting on the plat- in a consecration of this Just war der that the best might result, and the
It would Republic still stands the best the
carrying a wounded man to the ambu- form or In the automobiles the old against ruthless autocracy.
lance when, in one of the explosions, men may think, "Even In these mighty touch our 'hearts and arouse our pa- world has yet known.
It Is good
triotism as nothing else could.
enough for the old men in blue and the
she was thrown to the ground and the times we are not forgotten."
That would be the first night we saw old men in gray; It Is enough for
patient on the stretcher was killed.
They are not forgotten. Indeed,
old men In gray and the old men them that It has been scorned and Inthe
One of her legs was blown off.
Immore
they are more freshly and
portantly remembered than they have In blue sitting there. Presently we sulted by a bloodthirsty Imperial GerEXPECT NEW FLANDER3 THRUST leen for many years. It Is hardly too would become accustomed to seeing many.
we have beThe aged men In blue and gray remuch to sny that they are only now them sitting there, Just as
a
seeing
to
t,he old mind us that there Is still a Republic,
Italians Repulse Third Attempt of
come
accustomed
Except on the
being remembered.
In Flushing.
We a fact we are too prone to forget. They
to Regain Monte Corno.
one day Memorial day set aside In men in blue here
Rome, May 20. A third attempt by honor of their dead comrades, the old would applaud them each time, but file In slowly, some of them leaning on
the Austrians to recapture Monte Cor- men in blue have been fairly well for- we would not weep again, because that canes, and take their seats, and put
no has failed, according to the official gotten.
They have been submerged first great sweep of emotion would be their hats across their knees.
They
communication.
look out upon the audience wUh eyes
In the onward rush of new times and
Nearly three weeks have passed new Interests, and not remembered exthat are dim; they stand when the
Yes, It Was Here!
Bonner" Is sung, and
since the German offensive, begun on cept when they put on their uniforms
then gink Into their seats again, si-March 21, died down at its final ac- to place flowers on the
nnd rather unmoved.
They Ustive point In futile assaults on the graves. When, to secure n few, dolen to speeches nnd rather wonder
Flanders front. Every indication, lars for one purpose or another, "they
vlint It is all about, I Imagine. Why
however, points to the probability that held some small affair,, we rememshould this man shout so loudly that
bered with something like surprise that
this week will witness its renewal.
Then we forgot
we must beware of this or that? What
The Germans attempted a vigorous they were still alive.
l has that got to do with It? The Re- X
I
again.
them
silent raid on one of the American
public has declared war and the war
These old men seem, as they sit on
combat groups within a. strong point
must be won though It cost the last
platform these days, rather silent
the'
In the Luneville sector Saturday mornlife and the Inst dollar. That Is what
and unmoved. There Is so much enthusiing, but were badly beaten.
the old men think, I Imagine. They
astic youth nnd lively patriotism In
'
They offered their lives
"ought;
Japan and China have been Inform- the seats facing them that by contrast
vhnt is all this pother about? Have
ed by the allied governments that they seem stolid nnd uninterested.
'he Germans already annexed the counWhRt they are thinking of It all I cany
they have arranged for entente
try, or Is it still a free and IndependThey are very old men,, many
cooperation to meet the dangers not tell.
ent Republic? Well, then, there are
them, and many of them are none
of
threatening the peace of the Far East
but two things to do fight and win I
too well, for they have the Infirmities
from German penetration.
of age. No, I cannot guess what they
Their Duty Done; Ours to Do.
In aerial fighting Saturday, twenty-on- e are thinking.
One may be thinking
In their old age they sit there, the
German airplanes were destroyed that he would be moe comfortable In
veterans In blue and gray, and they
and two disabled by British aviators. bed ; another may be thinking how pitare rather helpless. They are old and
The statement on aerial operations al- iful it Is that he should have fought
they are feeble ; they cannot fight, few
so reports continuation of the bombing and lived to see, In his last, days, a
of them can so much as work; they
of enemy railway stations, airdromes, new and a greater war, as If wars were
look out with dim eyes, not quite unmunition dumps and billets, as well as never to end ; another may be thinkderstanding, but with faith that we
ing of similar meetings and similar paon the submarine base at Zeebrugge.
will do what they ere no longer able
triotic fervor that leaped Into being
to do. In a few days they will slip
when Sumter was fired upon.
nway and no longer be, and these last
Submit Irish Question to Neutrals.
hours they loosen their fingers and let
Those Who Wore the Gray.
Honor
London. Signatures are being
slip Into our hands, for safety or for
To the audience In the hall and to
In Ireland to a proposal that the
loss, to be preserved or dishonored;
the onlookers In the street the appearIrish question be submitted for adju- ance of these old men In their blue over. Then we would feel Just what the Flng of the Republic.
dication to a competent international uniforms has a meaning, however, that we now feel when we see the old men
And we? We dispute nnd complain
But, harkt
tribunal, says a dispatch to the Times can be put Into words.
I have no of the Orand Army of the Republic at and whine and falter.
Such a tribunal, adds douht that all through the South the
from Dublin.
What sound Is that? The old men !
our meetings.
blue and gray arise and salute with
the Dispatch, might consist, for exam- present patriotic meetings and pnrades
We would feel that they were there trembling hands.
Their old eyes fill
ple, of the United States and the neu- are honored In the same way by the
greater,
everlasting
to
typify
the
the
with tears. They stand and listen to
men who wore the gray. I hope so.
tral powers of Europe.
patriotism.
the tramp I tramp! tramp I of many
Right or wrong, wrong or right, the
Too Many Lack Real Patriotism.
feet. Theré are still men to carry
men who fought on either side of the
British Regain
In a time of great stress, such as the the Flag of the Republic, for out of
London, May 20. The village of Civil war, to the fullest of their be
In flux and each day the hands of the men In blue and the
north of Morlancourt, lief, offered their lives from the finest present, Ideas are
and low tides of pa- men In gray the Flag has passed to
high
presbrings.
its
and
their
patriotism,
of
motives
was recaptured by the British, the
In parade today Is triotism. Each day, town, and village the hands of the boys In khaki, and we
Australian troops making a successful ence on platform or
blessing. - Let me has Its high and low levels of patriot-Issee them marching by thousands, and
a
Inspiration
and
an
3G0
they
took
prisoners
In
which
raid,
men who are all but tens of thousands, and hundreds of
presence
are
of a group
say
There
.the
that
not
and twenty machine guns.
of Confederdte veterans at a patriotic disloyal, and men who are like gleam- thousands the defenders of the Remeeting today Is a whit finer than ing beacons of loyalty. There are par- public; no North, no South, no East,
S.
Youths to Register June
the similar presence of the band of old tisans who put party above country, no West, but the Republic, One and
Washington. June 6 has been fixed men In blue, but there is something nnd shifters who change with every Indivisible, Now and Forever I
as the date for registration of youths
who have attained 21 years since the
first army draft registration June 5
last yeai
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An Efficient Outfit for Jillage of Orchard Where Topography
Broken and Draft li Heavy.

y

Weilern Kewipapr Union Newi 8ervlce.
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d

C. J, Alien who returned some
from
Hutchison
weeks ago
Kansas called Saturday to have
his
sent here lie is here to
stay.
o

T he Spanish - American
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
editor and rcELisiiEX

Some people think th?i914
model to be one of the fcest
Ford makes.

S--

Subscription $1.50 Per Year

Notice to Our

matter at the
Entered us second-clas- s
prtoifice in Roy, New Mtxico.

Customers

- O
Ail businesses requiring City
Deliveries have been asked by
Federal Authorities to reduce
this item of expense to a minimum. Many stores have discontinued delivery service entirely.

The Public Has Been
Warned!

Ford for Sale
$300.oo

The state and national Fuel Administrators
have sounded a Warning to the Public that it
will be necessary to lay in supplies of COAL at
once, They wisely say that failure to do this
may result disastrously next winter.

Will sell my rebuilt, repainted car at a reationab'ed
price.

i

Good tires,

Patches,

Extra tubes,

patches,
Complete set of Tools goes
with it.
W. C; EEATOX.
Bloft-cu-

t

.

!

a

oyu arage

Last Half of Taxes Due

'

your
Now time for you to pay
If
taxes.
1017
hst half of your
first
by
June;
they are not paid
they will be t dvertised and ycur
property sold for the amount oi
taxes and penalty due.
Give this your prompt attention and avoid the advertising
.expense.
C. U.- Strong. .
Treasurer and Collector for
Mora County N. M.

STA.

,

Mutters

,

Thpre are a number of peo
j
pie here who are not obser-vingthe village ordinances
with reference to stock running at large on the streets.
your
Please do not turn abso-hitely
be
will
stock out or it
necessary to impound
tÍK'ra-

-

F. S. BROWN.

i
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Till
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at Liberty,

11 A.M.

Solano, 3, I'.
MATTHEW. Pastor,

M

First Sunday in each month.
Servicer 11. A. M., 7.30, P. II
Rev. W. A. D.urcí, Pastor.

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
I month at 11 a. m.
S,00PM.
j
4th Sunday of eaeh month trat
ill. 00 a. m. and 8.00 p.. m.
i Communion
serviceat the morn-- j

DKl'AIMMENT

JW'tohe(l with PnimiAnoss and
ki.inas KthpeetfuBy Solicited

A

v juries

ing service.
i

PLEASANT

First Sunday

VIEW

at 3,
Pv.m.
gener
Paso District Manager ana
al Secretary of the. Aetna Life
MILLS
Srd Sunday at llt.00 a. m. 8PM.
Insurance Co wa& in. Roy this
Tell Bradley wiil be hom'
J. E.
week assisting Poof.
O. W. Hearn. Pastor.
tfcfc training camp for a 4 "v
Russelbin rounding. up his work
here for the company aad induct days- fbslough Sat'sndiay We ar
LODGE DIRECTORY
have hkn, bark.
ing him in the pseition of Special vigiad
Representative for this. Company
New efficers will! be elected fan
TA
in the Pan Hasdle and North- tñe-SiSí. next Suaday.
east New Mexico,. Mr. Russell's
I. O. O. F.
headquarters wtU.be at Amarillo
MfcsDon Bradley assisted By
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Texas, which is .the "Hub" of his lier sisier and Mr&IG.. Hamilton
Meets at its own Hall
territory apd ha will, have a wide have- nasbde an aetive campaign
Every Wednesday
rasge of activities including íbr tEí- Red Croa Drive and met
Evening
i
settlements soliciting, and general with; rety generons response- in
Visiting Brothers always
e.
office managenL That he will most
Tke Heimann bays
make good goes without saying took their car antt helped in other
Chas.. A. Peare, Nv G.
md that he is appjecialed herra ways most effectiwiy.
E.
J.
Wildmaa,
Sec'y.
is further proven by a very,
Tlse1 epidemia-- - of mease!c-.anflattering offer from, the C. B,. whoopingcougiihas subsided.
Stubblefield So., of the Roy GarRebekah Degree
age, of an attractive salary
Jiaaa. Christmas.
us,
showed
a HARMONY LODGE No. 24
charge of the Roy Garage letter from Lbmer Parks, who. is
Meets ls4. and 3rd. Friday
as business manager. A host of now in Frasae-He says they
Eveuiing each month
friends hers will wish him suc- raise lots ol WTieat them- and
I. O. O. F. Hall
cess in the new venture while many of
are strange
Miss. L2LLIAN 'Gkiner. N. G.
regretting: the necessity forleav- - to him. Att wagons have: shafts Mrs.Grace
V. Ogden Secy.
inc Row. His. duties will call instead of tongues and. their
Visi&ng Sisters welcome
him here frequently in the fciure teams are alii tandm. He wants
to know about wheat here and
Mr. George H.

Pound of El

BradleyNewsi

eacSi Month
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theis-custom-

ROY,

N. M.

Proir.

wishes
be
ing time but says. We have a
job of Titreshing todo here he- fore we can come home.
he-coul-

heiie-atthfes-

Large,

thruout,

Miss Elizabeth Breeding left
Rooms,
Tuesday
for Carlsbad N, M. her
comfortable
parental
home. ,
First Class Dining Rotm Service

Transcitnt Trade Solicited.

FOR SALE

Mrs. P.P. Branch and daughter
were guest of friends at Mills
Tuesday night.

Interest in the ROY
Co. Part or AH.

I.C. Floersheim of
Times drove down in his"Hupp"
Tuesday to visit the old home.
'

-- ii aa

4th Sundays

CHRISTIAN

in

us

Yinsc

Refurnished

f

,

M,

A.M.
P. 1!.

11

'

K3TATE

eea-ustff- j

A. M.

BAPTIST

Abstractor

these-Lanild-

,

-

liad

i

RKA--

11

7.00 l

Mosquero,

the Mora Gnuit ara beir.;;
btig):l.rMi(l out and ws are aisso prepared
.
tu fumiah Abstracts oa

WE HAVE A

CIUCL'IT

Bradley,

Cómprete Ir.clíx tu All Landa. and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles tu Laiuls

Pastor

SOJLANO

Ut Sunday at Mosquero,
Bradley,
Sunday.

Mora, New Mexico

Mrs. J.N. Renfro,

r

SEUVICES ON

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

and LIVERY

Repair Work Sun"

Twr.. J. Tiiyio- -

V. S'ronir, County Treasure:-- .

t'.

a m and 7:30 p m

W. C. Heaton,

U. L.

.

At Reasonable Rates.

11

Phone 19,
Where a $ does its Duty.

Southwestern Hotel

Cars Housed and Cared for

Í2nd'and 4th Sunday at Mills

--

j

ti.

"

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian.
11 a m and 7:30 p m
Church

a Real Service by Acting

Las-Vegaa- ,.

"

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a rn and 7:30 p nv

Roberts &01ver

Baurra Bro'

"

Methodist Episcopal Church

Immediately.

t

í'inw.

Priest in charge.

will-no-

Do

Fr, Felix Vacuos,.

Rév.

trator.

Avery Tractor

.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service afl 7 30 p.m.

accept orders for immediate- delivery
subject to the price named1 by the State Fuel Admihis-- .
We

.

the-righ-

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays,
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

PROCRASTINATE.

j

ei

Miss lillian Gbinxr, Sec'y.
at the Christian Chroh,
Roy, N. M every Suntfiv evening at 7 o'clock.
A cnrdial.welcorae extended to
all vititors,
Meet

In view of these conditions, we urge everyone who
can do so-t- arrange at once for your winter supply of
it is really dangerous to
coal. This is a time wlx--

S-- A

Any Old Thing

Y. P. S. C. E.
MteaO. Defrees, President

B? buying yourccal NOW you will not only be doing-patriotic service by assisting to overcome transporta- tion difficulties but you will also be rendering a service
to people who are not able to buy coal in quantities at
this time of year thus you will make it possible for
the dealer to lay in excess stocks sufficientrto take care
of the requirements of people who. cannot buy now.
4

up-wit-

E. Las Vegas,

j

Tou can now assure yourself of ample supply of coal
and save the annoyance of having to bay small amounts
next winter wherr foal will be hard wget.

o

El Dorado Hoteli

presence is necessary. '
F, t. IVRYS.uptl

3

Geo; proposo to find the first veir
Please let us have your orders and has drilled
three holes-tthe
The past week has been so for Groceries in plenty of time to solid rock wifchout striking it yet
public demonstra- fill them before the delivery hour.
filled
tions of divers kind3 that it is
FLOERSHEIM Merc. Co. T. E. Mitchell has been spend-- '
difficult to chronicle all the
ing much of hij time in Roy this
ROY TRADING Co,
activities as they deserve and the
week at the Masonic School of,"
end is not yet. News is never Tommy Nalepinski once "Devil" Instruction Grand Lecturer Kei-le- y
scarce in Roy but this week it is in this shop writes us to send his
has found it hard to hoM- his
entirely beyond our ability to put
to Muskegon Mich, where class in the face of all the attivi-tiesi- n
his father has purchased a 100
in cold type and record it
other line a
history.
acre farm and is back to rural
life after some years spent in
FOR SALE;- - lt acre3 in Kan
Chicago
Luisir.ess.
in
sas Valley bottom. Will selSto
PINTO BEANS NOTICE
highest bidder. Want quick rc- for general house suits. Write,
The U. S. Grain Corporation Wanted-Gir- l
Vincent S. Bushkevfts-announces that all Pinto Beans work. Good wages Inquire
Lenot, II!.
Melville Floersheim
of the 1917 crop in growers
hands mnst be delivered to shipMiss Elsye Hoelz left Wednespers by June 1st. as after that
date the Food Administration day undecided whether to go to
FOR SALE
wtil not receive beans from the Summer School at Vegas orto
At a Bargain! Terms to
growers at any price.
her home at Madison, Wisconsin.
0. II. LEBERS, Denver Agt. WANTED ;Laborers on Reser- Suit Purchaser,
A Car Loarl of
voir Construction at Miami, near
The Federal Fuel Administra- - Springer, N. M, Steady .'work.
tion for this State is now prepar- Good wages.
ed to assist resident citizens of
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
the state in obtaining free wood
FARM MACHINERY
Care Farmers Developement Co.
the1
of
lands
public
from the
United States in New Mexico in
Mr. Martin and family left
accordance with the Federal regweek for their farm
this
LAND PLATS of aJ kinds
ulations.
farm:
will
they
where
north
residing
Abstracts of U. S.. Land
If there are citizens
daughters
MAPS.
Their
Office Records,
in your county who desire to this summer
will
attend
Virgina
and
Clara
Prompt Attention
have the assistance of the Fuel
.securing Summer School at
Administration in
C.N. ROARK
wood I will forward to you a
Clavton.New Mex
supply of the blanks and circulars
The Roy Garage Iiavirig
which Will enable qualified per- been taken over by C. B.
sons to learn the conditions un- Stubblefield Co., it becomes ,,
Under new Management
der which they may obtain wood nprpsftarv to collect all otst-- t
and
enable
land3
from the public
standing accounts. Those Charles ChapmajsProprietcp:
the
follow
N.NLI
indebted to the Garage since
them furthermore to
Free Baths,.
procedure which has been estab-- j Feb. 22d, please call at Vjlí Steara Heated,
lisUed. Kindly advise me at once Bank and make settlement.
Hot and Cold Water in Roonx.-A- .
and
F. S. BROWN.
. al ta the number of blanks
quiet, homelike Hotel
need
for
will
you
which
circulars
ne block from the
county.
Depot, irctbe
t use in your
3rd to 8th
i The week of June
Main Business District
..designated as "Coal
Tourists and Laaid-SeekI has. been
t
place--.
find this
States
United
Week" by Uhe
the Jewlry, Watch or Will
In
L
Fuel Administration. While for Clock Line,
JACKP-M1LLS
several week3 special efforts
by
Commissioner
S.
the
U
Repoired and Guaranteed
have been made throughout
early
the
urge
Iñtings,
to
Prof3 and all
United States
F. A. SARGENT, Jeweler.
a
be
will
matters.
land
there
coal
. ordering of
R O Y , j New Mex.
Also Surveys and Plats.
npiíil intensive drive on early
Week".
"Coal
Prompt Attention,
.ordering during
See my stock on display in the
bulk of window next to the Postoffice.
the
with
Solano, New Nexico.
at
OlSee
that
ielt
is
It
coal ordered
of
supply
year's
the
vHi'in advance the various disgovern-men- t
tribution agencies of the
adwill be in a position to
the
just equitably and properly
different
between
demands as
communities.
Production is steadily increas
ing but it must be lurtner incoal
creased if the country's
filled.
tobe
needs for the year are
UNIV::i5S.AL'CAU
nine-mile-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Meets each SV.nday at 10, A. M
iat- - Christian .Churcn.
Your

f

We submit the following facts for your consideration.
1 By buying coal at once you can get the grade you
dtísire, álso the amount necessary for your needs.
2 You will save enough in price reduction to overcome
the? interest on the money invested,

This Daocr has enlisted
After June 1st 1918, we Holders have moved their well
vviththc government in the will
make only two daily de- drill to Georgé Rays farm recent
cause of America for the liveries- One, 10, A. M. and ly purchased
from Leandro
period of the war
oí 'tovvav
Archuleta,
South
just
the other at 4, P. M.

I

Church Directory

TAIL-ORIN- G

-

Must be a good
Tailor. Address inquiries to

J.

Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

Hiie

Spanish-America-

TO TRADE- ;-

n.

Two spans of

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING

OUT?

Then 'you will have a
PUBLIC

all-arou-

the-Spring-

B. LUSK

SALE.

1

There's only, one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col. F. O. WHITE

Edgar Floersheim has a new big Brood Mares, broke to work
His address is MILLS N. ?
Ford out of thé carload that ar- and in foal for work mules InYou can have SALE BILLS
rived this week. His Hupp is for quire of
printed
and máke dates at the
' '
'
ThosTMcGrath Mills N.M
sale.
- Office;
....
Roy.
,.'-

.

.

Spanish-Amerioa-

n

New Mexico.

'

Tun oNIAM.AM?PICAN.

xi.e man with money

BATON ROUGE GIRL
By MICHAEL

:;:.r

LAE.
SOSTENGA

"Mr. Clinrli'ss," sho said, changing
imddenly heMively expression for one
that was serious but kind, "I ora sor-y- ,
very, very sorry for you but I
Cunnot marry you."

n.

A

i

dls-blo-

'

i

"I hardly know how to say it."
She decided to help him a little.
,'
"One need have no hesitancy,". said
ihe, graciously, "in speaking f reels to
one who feels toward you as I do."
"That's what I thought. Well, you
have a little too much powder on your
I

nose."

Everything In Its Place.
Wlien through with a thing put It
where it belongs, so you will know
just where to go when you wont U
ftjpUu.

...

w.ji--,-.-

-

'.

,.f

'.v

I

No

Fifty

DE NUEVO MEXICO!

-

"Yes?"

do' the duty he

vr'

LOS MUCHACHOS

He wilted within. ITe felt his very
existence crumbling away, lie was
Silent for a space. Then ho said:
"Why?"
,
"Well, to tell yon the truth, I do not
love you, and surely you would not
want to marry a woman who did not
Jove you? Come now, would you! A
loveless marriage 1"
He took heart,
"But this would not be loveless. By
no means. You know I love you. 1
have told you so a thousand times,
have attested It with my tears and
I am not given to weeping have
proved it to you dear Katherlne. I
would die for jtu. I would He down
and let you walls uton me. I would
Mil cuatro cientos ochenta y cinco
tear out my heart and give It to muchachos de Nuevo Mexico salen del
"
yoa
estado este mes para los acantona"Oh, please do n,t say things like
mientos militares, para prepararse
these," she. softly Interrupted. "They para ir á Francia á luchar por la libonly pain me, I know you love me, ertad de América y el mundo
contra
but I do not love you. If I did"
la opresión alemana.
And she sighed.
Eso significa que las familias en
'
"But you could learn, you kaow,
condado de Nuevo Mexico de
cada
You might In time."
nuevo tendrán que contribuir con sus
"No," she answered languidly, "It l
al ejercito americano; eso
useless." Then, brightening, "You will muchachos
significa que las mndrc3 en casi todas
recover from this. It's hard, I know,
t)iit you'll recover. You'll live to laugh las ciudades y poblaciones tendrán
que hacer olro sacrificio y que habrá,
nt It yet. Cheer up! 'Cheer up, my
más trabajo que hacer en casa
mucho
merry men, nor fear, nor wind, nor
para los que" se quedan.
wave,' as Columbus said to his marinNuevo Mexico dentro de poco tiemers."
po tendrá unos 10,000 muchachos en
She beamed on him, radiant like an
angel. lie could not resist her and el ejército. Esos muchados de Nuevo
Mexico quienes van & pelear para nolie, too; smiled In turn.
"There!" she exulted, "you are bet- sotros tendrán alimentos mejores, peter already. Didn't I tell you? And learán mejor, ganarán la victoria en
then, you know, this Is only your first más corto tiempo y volverán á casa
experience. You've never loved any-- , más pronto si la gente que ellos dejan
en casa hace su parte asistiéndoles en
body but me, have you?"
The question hit him hard, and he todo.
Esa parte de los que Re quedan en
rhanged instantly. Ho turned his face
casa es cultivar cosechas mayores,
away from her.
"Yes," he said, as if speaking to ayudar á la Cruz Roja que se encarga
de cuidar á los muchachos heridos,
lilmself.
prestar su dinero al gobierno compran"Oh," she said, In the most unconcerned of ways, "you never told me do bonos de Libertad, ahorros de guerthat before. Tell, me nil about it ra y economizar los alimentos que
se deben enviar á los combatientes.
now."
"It was in Baton Itouge," he began, Un soldado con un vacio estómago esand his eyes themselves seemed to be talla mejor en casa que en el frente
in Baton Rouge as he spoke. "I was de batalla. Hay solo ciertas cosa3 qué
only twenty. She was eighteen. Yes, se pueden expedir á Francia para all- I loved her. I did, indeed."
mentar á los guerreros. El trigo es el
"Was she dark or light?"
producto má3 Importante. Se debe en'
(Katherlne herself was light.)
viar á Francia todo cuanto so pueda
"Dark," he answered, "her hair was "hallar en la hacienda, en la tienda y
rich chestnut and her eyes big and en la habitación. La fínica manera de
lirown, like the eyes of Homer's ox. economizar eso trigo es comiendo harShe was Creole, you know, and full oi ina de maíz, avena, cebada y demás
the South."
productos que bien reemplazan el triKatherlne (who was herself north- go y comiendo todas las patatas que
ern) moved uneasily and devoured the se puedan. Las patatas son baratas
fuco of her lover with eyes of strange y
abundantes y constituyen el mejor
Interest.
substituto al trigo.
"Go on!" she urged. "Why didn't
manera do que pueda Vd.
you marry her? Did she love you?"
ayudar á loa muchachos de Nuevo
"That she did," he exclaimed with
Mexico es descontinuar el uso y la
animation, looking Katherlne full in compra
de harina de trigo, y entregar
tito face. "Oh, yes. But she was &
los comerciantes su3 existencias en
religious and there never had. been a
almacén.
free thinker in the family."
Tienen Que Bajar Los Precios.
"How did you part?" she asked.
Herbert Hoover, administrador na"In tears. You see, I was a boy
and intellectually proud, and I could cional de alimentos, ha avisado a los
not break my manhood by pretending molineros de maíz, avena y cebeda, y
to believe in a religion my Intellect ft los comerciantes en esos productos
rejected. I could not believe in any que los productos de maíz y avena se
religion whatever, and I conceived it deberían vender veinte por ciento más
barato que la harina de' trigo, y que
degrading to pretend to do so!"
"What was her name?" (This In a la harina de maíz y cebada se deberla
vender á lo menos diez por ciento más
weak, hesitating voice.)
"Nana," and his Hps caressed the barato. Pronto se harán sentir los
efectos de esta órden y se volverán
Sound.
más baratos los substitutos á la harAnother long pause.
ina de trigo. La administración de ali"Would you Join a woman's religion
mentos cuidará en que se observe la
now if you loved her?"
"Why, of course," replied Chnrless Arden de los que negocian en estos
carelessly. "I am not a boy now. What productos.
difference would it make?"
He arose and walked toward the LOS CIUDADANOS MUESTRAN UN
Vindow.
ESPIRITU DE PATRIOTISMO
"Mr. Charjess," exclaimed KatherREAL.
lne faintly, "Why not you go down
A.
Ilamby de GMIegos, N. M.,
W.
there and marry her?''
He turned. She, too, had risen, tiene la exacta idea acerca del patriotand was now near liim. He looked ismo de ta harina. El periódico de Logan, el '.'Leader," publica la siguiente
at her fondly.
carta que el Señor Ilamby ha escrito
"You ought to know why," he re
ft su tendero, el Señor Schollenbargcr,
turned.
i
"Would you advise me to do it? Do en Logan:
you think the old love would come
"Tengo en posesión mfa seis sacos
back? I wish I knew for certain, my- de harina y considero que es mi deber,
como ciudadano patriótico, Revolverla
self."
She was very near hira by this time, y comprar mi futura harina junto con
ner eyes were cast down and her forra otras cosas como hace la otra gente.
was shrinking. He drew close to her Compré esa harina en enero cuando
and touched her shoulder. In a mo- valla seis pesos las cien libras. Se la
ment her arms were around his neck llevaré á Vd. la primera vez que vaya
and her head nestled In Just the right yo & la ciudad si quiere V. tomarla. SI,
spot. A long space of silence. Then por. alguna razón, no'puede Vd. tomarshe whispered, "Sweetheart!"
la escriba y dígame lo que deberla
"What is it, love?"
hacer con ella."
"Do you love me more than you
"De Vd. atento y S. S.,
' loved the girl in Baton Rouge?"
"W. A. HAMBY."
not
What ifnswer he made I will
; but I will say this, that Baton
LAS PATATAS LUCHANDO PARA
Rouge was never so far away aa it
EL "TIO SAM."
moment.
very
was at that
Union.)
Ncwipaper
(Copyright, 1917. Wettern
"Nos hemos alistado en las filas
'
para el Tío Sam, cOmanoft" Eso es lo
Not a Proposal.
que dicen las patatas en la ventana de
"Miss Gwendoline, I have something
T. C. Home, un mercander muy activo
to say to you."
i

,

de Carlsbad.

"Hanson está Imprimiendo en su
audiencia,1 la cual es la entera población, la necesidad de que el pueblo
debe comer patatas conel fin de economizar trigo. Los patriotas comen
patatas. Estas son grandes y sabrosas que le llevan el agua ft la' boca.'
"Tómeme, dicen ellas; ponga Vd. en
mí un poco manteca, y si puede robarle ft la ternera poca nata, échamela,
y entonces serft perfectamente dichoso
mientras comiéndome."
i Quien no serla patriota y tío daría
trigo & los soldados si pudiese comer
'
tales patatas?

By

i

i
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A vivid story
.which has for its
hero a big,
healthy,,

broad-minde- d,

happy man

icient unto himself, whose home

YOU ARE WASTING MONEY EVERY WEEK IN SOME
TRIVIAL WAY, THAT'IF IT WERE PUT IN THE BANK WOULD
SOON MAKE A VERY CREDITABLE SUM.

the wide and
unpeopled spaces
of the North
Country.
is in

IF THAT SUM WERE LEFT IN THE BANK AND ADDED
TO, IT WOULD CROW JO BE A FORTUNE, IF YOU LIVE,
BUT, IF YOU SHOULD DIE YOU WOULD NOT LEAVE HELPLESS LITTLE ONES BEHIND.
WE ADD

H

,
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PERCENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

COME TO OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

o this country conffes4 girlifrom
jvthcity, who views thewoHd-fro- m
an
,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
OflVc at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 9, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Karl
Dtubala of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
on August 19, 1914, made Homestead
Entry No..t18293, for SEVt', Sec. 23,
KVi NEV Sec. 2í, Twp 21N, Rng 20
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
atove described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, nt his office in
Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of June,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

1913.

Claimant names as- - witnesses: S.
F. Davis, Harry H. Mayberry, J. M.
Johnson and L. A. Brown, all of Roy,
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico.
Register.

May

fi

g4 enureiy ainerent angle and whose standards are of quite

another quality. Lovin? her. hd sets himself to the
tofo oí removing- from herJUyes the scales of
rnnupnrirnwnf
-

''.-

at

Office

Clayton, New Mexico
May
Notice is hereby given that
Ilobei't J. Herrón of Roy New Mexico
who on May 2(!th 1915, made H K no
020179 for
Section 15 Township
2V N Han;' 20 E
N. M. P. M., ha3 filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described before F H Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on

How the.two are affected
by the experiences

July 5 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. C. Jordan
Tomas Manznnars
5

Thomas Blankcnship
E J H Roy,
All of Koy New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

'3

fA

mm4

that follow

what changes take place in their view
points; make the theme of a story
that is as fresh and bracing as the
air ia their northern home.

KJ-N-

NOTICE I Oil PUBLICATION
department of the Interior.
(J. S. Land Office at Clayton, N,

suff-

Read the
fimtMC

WMef 1.

no-,

open-- .

renter
Willi

thiMtfiTml

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

t

M.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

1918

at

Clayton, New Mexico

May7-M-

8

'i'

Notice is hereby given that
...
Gale G. Kidd of Roy New Mexico
on January, 21st 1914 made
vho,
Homestead Entry No. 017391 for
20 N, R 27 É.
4 Section
Lots
Section 1' Township
Lots
N. M. P.
26 K.
Range
20 N,
M., has filed notice of intention to

Notice is hereby given that
Samuel E RucUer of Amistad New
Mexico who on Septimbsr 17 1900
made Desert land entry No 0163" for
SE1 SWi and SVVJ SEJSec, 1, Nfc'i
NWi and NWi NE1 Section 19 Twp
19 N. Range 30 E. NM PM,ha3 filed no.
I
tice of intention to make
u
make three year proof, to establish proof under 3rd paragraph D.L. Relief
claim to the land above describedt be- Act
to establish claim to the land
fore F. H. Foster U.S. Commissioner
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
at Roy, New Mexico, on July
above described, before
' Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
W.H. Wilicox U S Commissionea at
Orin Kirby
(.I5. Hall
onJuly31918
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Roy New Mexico
Neis L Beneon
C II Hand
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ail of Roy New Mexico,
Eusebio Montano
Gabriel S Vigil
April 23, l!ti8.
T Garcia
R
Galey
Jose
is
James
Notice
hereby given that Thomas
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
M. Brown, of Milis, Mora County, N.
All of Albei t New Mexico
M. , who, on Sept. 2G, 1914. mide Homer,--t
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register. stead entry No. 018545 for NJ. Sec. 30,
Twp. 21 N R. 23 E., N. M. P. Meri-diaDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office Clayton New Mexico.
has filed notice of intention to
MayO-191Department of the Interior, U. S. Land make lir.al three year proof, to establish claim to thi3 land above described,
Notice is hereby given that
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
before F. II. Foster, I'. S, CommisHarry Bliss of Solano New Mexico
1918
24,
Apr.
sioner, at his office in Hoy, N. M., on
who cn November 24 1914 madé HE no
Notice is hereby given that Williau.
on Juno 15, 1918.
0)8!)03for the WJ NwJ & Wi-SC. Uoulvvare of Roy New Mexico who
Claimant names as witnesses:
Section 13 Twpld N Hangs 27 E.
019382
for
No.
made
HE.
1915,
20
Feb.
A.
A. Hurford, Arthur Hurford. Oro-ve- r
filed notice of intention to make three NWi, See. 11
and NEJ Sen'ioi.
Till, Ed Cheney, all of Mills, N. M.
year proof, to establish claim to the 10, Township21N Range 27E N M P.
land above described, bvi' vi:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Vt. II. Wilicox U.S. Commissioner af
itejjister
establto
proof
final
to make three yenr
Fvoy New Mexico on July 6 of 1U1S
described
above
land
the
to
claim
ish
Claimant names as witnesses: .
NOTICE FOrt .PUBLICATION
F II Foster, U S com, at Roy
Marion Conner before
John W Mackey
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
N M on the 21st day of June 1918.
Henry E Dean
Ernest B C'hoate
Claylon, N. Mr, April 23, 1918.
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
All of Solano New Mexico
015
Notice
h hereby given that James
A
A
Himes
A I! Slusher
PAZ VALVERDE
L. Smith, of Roy, Mora County, N. M ,
Bailey,
Mary
Mitchell,
C
II
Register
who, on Jan. 2ti,' 1915, made Homestead
AU of Roy New Mexico
entry No. 01 267, for EJ Sec, 29, Twp,
PAZ VALVERDE,
1!) N. R. 25 E , N. M. P. Meridian, has
.Register
filed notice of intention to maka find
three year preof to establish claim to
It
the' land almv described, before V. ii
It Oert'iially Does.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ofSpeech wat' given to man to dlsgul.w
in Roy, N. M., ón June lit, l!)lfi.
fice
its jhonght8.7-TiiI!yniClaimant names as witnesses:
T. E. Sansbury, J H. Salisbury, A.
J. Burleson, C. K. Wright, a of Roy,
5

year proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Stanley
'
A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Wag- on Mound, N. M., on the t ith day of
July 16 HUH
Claimant names as witnesses:
Porfirio Duran,
L 'uriano Uernal,
J. P. Becere, Max'miano Graham,
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
'

I
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S Lund
Otiici) at

Santa

Fe, New Mexico,

April 29, 19 8.
Notice is hereby given that Amadeo
Ulibarri, of Wagou Mound, N. M., who,
on Seit. I, 191. and Oct. 10, 1916, mad
homestead and addilonal homestead entries Nos. Ü21751 and 0251.2', for SKI-SSew. 25, Twp. 21), N, R 2 k and
Lot 4, Shc, ..0. Lots 1 and 2, Sec. 31,
and WJSEi, SWJNEf, SEJNW, Sec.
2.5, Twp. 2d, N., It. 2.1 E. N. M. Meii- dian, lia i tile'l noti(ie of intention ti
,
to establish
make Three
claim to th land above dseribed, te- fore Stanley A. Foutz, U, S. Commissioner, Wagon Mound, N. M., on June

Ei

Year-Proof-

7,

loi;.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Marciliano Uiilarri, of Wafion Mound
N. M. Igmif i Vahlez, of Wagon Mound
N. M., Jul an (iallegos,
f Wagon
Mound, Mound, N. M., Ezequiel
of Wiigon Mound, N. M.

Oallt-r-

ci

Fkantisco Delgado,

Register.

nd.

"

11

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Stoie

PatentiJÜIMedicines

Supplies
Kodaks and Eastman
and Toilet Articles
Perfumes

RY,

Qibbs, Prop.
N.?Mcx.

IUpister.

61

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Perodicals and , Stationery

Dr. M.

PAZ VALVERDE,
4

Pure Drugs, Chemica!sand

.

N. M.

.

t

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
May 14 PU8
Notice is hereby given that
Antonio J Rodriguez of Wagon M n'n l
N. M. who ou June 22 1914 made homo
i,
stead entry n 021202 for
Secti.n 29 Ton hip 21 N. Range
P.
Mridian, has
21 E.'.N.'ivlJ:

filed notsce of iatentMon to make Three

7

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
April 9, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Linda
Meffert, formerly Linda Cambrel, of
Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on De-- j
cember 1, 1914 made H. E. No. 0189H9,
for S NE'4and SE1 Sec. 29, Twp.
20N, Rng 28E, N. M. P. M.. has filed
notice of intention to make Final Threo
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. II.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on tho 3rd day of
June, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses: Han'-r- y
Reed, A. S. Iloskins, W, F. CoM-irF. N. Coldiron, all of Roy,. N. M."
.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
NOTICE

n,
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Neckline Given
Drastic Change

MAN

By FRANCIS LYNDE
(CoprrffQl fcy Outlet SetibocA Son)

II
XXVII Continued.
20
"You're out of date," this from the
dealer In ronches. "You know the story
Biat was going around about his being an escaped convict, or something
of that sortT It gets Its local color
this morning. There's a sheriff here
from back East somewhere came in
on the early train; name's Macauley,
and he's got the requisition papers.
But Smith's fooled him good and
plenty."
Again the choras united In an eager
query.

I

CHAPTER

I

"Howr

"He died last night a little past
midnight They say they're going to
bury him out at the dam on the Job
that be pulled through and stood on
tts feet One of Williams' quarrymen
drifted In with the story just a little
while ago. Tm here to bet you even
money that the whole town goes to
the funeral."
"Great gosht" sold the man who
was crunching the burnt bacon. "Say,
that's tough, Blxby I don't care what
he'd run away from back East; he
was a man, right Harding has been
telling everybody how Smith wouldn't
let the posse open fire on that gang
last Friday night; how he
of bold-op- s
chased across on the dam stagings
alone and unarmed to try to serve the
warrants on 'em and make 'em stop
firing. It was glorious, but It wasn't
war."
To this the other mining man added
a bard word. "Dead," he gritted;
"and only a few hours earlier the girl
had taken snap Judgment on him and
married somebody else! That's the
woman of tt I"
"Oh, hold on, Stryker," the ranch
broker protested. "Don't you get too
fierce about that There are two
strings to that bow, and the longest
and sorriest one runs out to Colonel
Baldwin's place on Little creek, I'm
thinking. The RIchlander business
was only an incident. Stanton told
me that much."
As the event proved, the seller of
ranch lands would have lost his bet on
the funeral attendance. For some unknown reason the notice of Smith's
death did not appeur in the afternoon
papers, and only a few people went out
in autos to see the coffin lowered by
Williams' workmen into a grave on
the mesa behind the construction
camp; a grave among others where
the victims of an early industrial accident at the dam bad been burled.
Those who went out from town came
back rather scandalized. There bad
lack of the
been a most
common formalities, they said; a
cheap coffin, no minister, no mourners,
not even the poor fellow's business
associates in the company he bad
fought so hard to save from defeat and
extinction.
It was a shame
With this report passing from lip to
Up in Brewster, another bit of gossip
to the effect that Starbuck and Still-tag- s
had gone East with the disappointed sheriff, "to clear Smith's memhad it called
ory," as the street-tal- k
forth no little comment In the Ilophra
House cafe on the evening of the
funeral day Stryker, the mining speculator, was loud in his criticisms of
the High Line people.
Tes!" he railed; "a couple of 'em
will go on a Junketing trip East to
'clear his memory,' after they've let
tbelr 'wops' at the dam bury him like
a yellow dog I And this RIchlander
woman; they say she'd known lilm
ever since he and she were school
kids 'together; she went down and
took the train with her father just
about the time they were planting the
poor devlL"
1

hard-hearte- d

1

Three weeks of the matchless August weather bad slipped by without
incident other than the indictment by
the grand Jury of Crawford Stanton,
Barney M'Oraw, and a number of others on a charge of conspiracy; and
Williams, unmolested since the night
of the grand battle In which Sheriff
Harding had figured as the master of
the bunt had completed the great
ditch system and was Installing the
machinery in the lately finished power

years, and its crumbling shacks, only
one of which seemed to have survived
In habitable entirety, scattered among
the firs of the gulch.
At the top of the rise the horsewoman drew rein and shaded her eyes
with a gantletcd hand. On a bench
beside the door on the single tenanted
cabin a man was sitting, and she saw
htm stand to answer her hand-wavA few minutes later the man, a gaunt
young fellow with one arm in a sling
and the pallor of a long confinement
whitening his face and hands, was trying to help the horsewoman to dismount In the cabin dooryard, but she
pushed him aside and swung out of
the saddle unaided, laughing at him
eyes and saying :
out of the slate-gra- y
"How often have I got to tell you that
you simply can't help a woman out of
a man's saddle?"
The man smiled at that

"It'a automatic," he returned. "I
shall never get over wanting to help
you, I guess. Have you com to tell
me that I can go?"
Flinging the bridle reins over the
y
which
head of the wiry little
was thus left free to crop the short,
sweet grass of the creek valley, the
young woman led the man to the house
bench and made him sit down.
"You are frightfully onxieus to go
and commit suicide, aren't you?" she
teased, sitting beside hlra. "Every time
I come It's always the same thing:
You're not well
'When can I go?
cow-pon-

yet"
"I'm well enough to do what Tve
got to do, Corona ; and until It's done.
. . . Besides, there is Jlbbey."
"Where is Mr. Jlbbey this morning?"
"He has gone up the creek, fishing.
I made him go. If I didn't take a club
to him now and then he'd hang over
me all the time. There never was
another man like him, Corona. And
at home we used to call him 'the black
sheep' and 'the failure,' and cross the
street to dodge him when he'd been
drinking too much I"
"He says you've made a man of
him ; that you saved his life when you
had every reason not to. You never
told me that John."
"No; I didn't mean to tell anyone.
But to think of his coming out here
to nurse me, leaving Verda on the
night he married her I A brother of
my own blood wouldn't have done it."
The young woman was looking up
with a shrewd little smile. "Maybe
the blood brother would do even that,
if you hod Just made it possible for
him to marry the girl he'd set his
heart on, John."
'Tlffle 1" growled the man. And
then: "Hasn't the time come when
you can tell me a little more about
what happened to me after the doctor
put me to sleep that night at the
dam?"
,
"Yes. The only reason you haven't
been told was because we didn't want
you to worry ; we wanted you to have
a chance to get well and strong again."
The man's eyes filled suddenly, and
he took no shame. He was still shaky
enough in nerve and muscle to ex"Nobody ever had such
cuse It
friends, Corona," he said. "You nil
knew I'd have to go back to Lawrcnce-vlll- e
and fight it out, and you didn't
want me to go handicapped and half- dead. But how did, they come to let
y
you take me away? I've known
ever since I was in knickers, neis not the man to take any chances."
The young woman's laugh was
wasn t
"Mr. Macauley
soundless.
asked. He thinks you are dead," she
said.
Mac-aule-

"What!"
"It's so. You were not the only one
wounded in the fight at the dam.
There were two others two of
M'Graw's men. Three days later, just

bouse.
Over the hills from the northern

mountain boundary of the Tlmanyonl
a wandering prospector had come with
a vague tale of a new strike in Sunrise
Oulch, a placer district worked out
and abandoned twenty years earlier In
the height of the Bed Butte excitement Questioned closely, the
confessed that he bad no proof
positive of the strike ; but in the hills
n
trail, lately
be had found a
used, leading to the old camp, and
from one of the deserted cabins In
the gulch he bad seen smoke arising.
As to the fact of the trail the wandering
was not at fault
On the most perfect of the
mornings a young woman, clad
In serviceable khaki, and keeping her
In
cowboy headgear and buff
good countenance by riding astride in
a man's saddle, was pushing her mount
up the trail toward Sunrise Gulch.
From the top of a little rise the aban
doned camp came Into view, Its heaps
gravel sprouting thick'
f worired-ove- r
ly v"li the wild growth of twenty

like that?
The man got upon his feet rather
unsteadily.
"That's the limit" ha said definitively. 'Tm a man now, Corona; too
much of a man, I hope, to hide hehlnd
another man's grave. Tm going back
to Brewster, today 1", ,
The young woman made a quaint
little grimace at him. "How are you
going to get there?" she asked. "It's
twenty miles, and the walking is awfully bad in spots."
"But I must go. Can't you see
what everybody will say of me? that
I was too cowardly to face the music
when my time came? Nobody will believe that I wasn't a consenting party
y
I"
to this
"Sit down," she commanded calmly ;
and when he obeyed: "From day to
day, since I began coming out here,
John, I've been trying to rediscover
the man whom I met Just once, one
evening over a year ago, at Cousin
Adda's house in Guthrlevllle ; I can't
find him he's gone."
"Corona I" he said. "Then you rec-

you"

pony
had
The
widened Its circle by a full yard, and
grass-croppin- g

the

westward-pointin-

g

shadows of the

firs were growing shorter and more
clearly defined as the August sun
swung higher over the summits of the
eastern Tlmanyonls. For the two on
the house bench, time, having all its Interspaces filled with beatific silences,
had no measure that was worth recording. In one of the more coherent Intervals It was the man who said:
"Some things In this world are very
wonderful, Corona. We call them happenings, and try to account for them

hide-awa-

well-wor-

"Not at first But after a while
things began to come back ; and what
you told me about Miss RIchlander,
you know, and the hint you gave me
of your trouble did the rest."
"Then you knew or you thought
I was a criminal?"
She nodded, and her gaze was resting upon the nearby gravel heaps.
"Cousin Adda wrote me. But that
I didn't know
made no difference.
whether you bad done the things they
said you had, or not What I did
know was that you had .broken your
"Go Back Like a Man and Fight"
shackles in some way and were trying to get free. You were, weren't as we may by the laws of chance. Was
you?"
It chance that threw us together at
"I suppose so; in some blind fash- your cousin's house in Guthrlevllle a
ion. But it is you who have set me year ago last June?"
She laughed happily. "I suppose It
free, Corona. It began that night in
Guthrlevllle when I stole one of your was though I'd like to be romantio
gloves; it wasn't anything you said; enough to believe that it wasn't."
"Debrltt would say that it was the
it was what you so evidently believed
and lived. And out here: I was sim Absolute Ego," he said, half musingly.
ply a raw savage when you first saw
"And who is Mr. Debrltt?"
me. I had tumbled headlong Into the
"He is the man I dined with on my
abyss of the new and the elemental, last evening in Lawrencevllle. He had
and if I am trying to scramble out been joking me about my various
now on the side of honor and clean little smugnesses good Job, good
manhood, it is chiefly because you clothes, easy life, and all that, and he
wound up by warning me to watch out
have shown me the way."
"When did I ever, John?" with an for the Absolute Ego."
of the gray eyes that was
"What is the Absolute Ego?" she
asked dutifully.
almost wistful.
John Montague Smith, with his curl"Always, and with a wisdom that
makes me almost afraid of you. For ing yellow beard three weeks
with his clothes dressing the
example, there was the night when I
was fairly on the edge of letting Jlb- part of a neglected camper, and with
d
bullet trying to encyst
bey stay in the mine and go mad if a
he wanted to : you lashedme with the Itself under his right shoulder blade,
one word that made me save his life grinned exultantly.
"Debrltt didn't know, himself; but
instead of taking it How did you
know that was the one word to say?" I know now: It's the primitive man-southe T that Is able to refuse to
"How do we know anything?" she
inquired softly. "The moment brings. joe bound down and tied by environ-its own inspiration. It broke my ent or habit or petty conventions, or
heart to see what you could be, and any of the things weTnlsname 'limitato think that you might not be it, tions.' Ifs asleep in most of us; it
after all. But I came out here this wasn't asleep In me. You made It sit
morning to talk about something else. up and rub its eyes for a minute or
What are you going to do when you two that evening in Guthrlevllle, but
it dozed off again, and there had to
are able to leave Sunrise Gulch?"
an earthquake at the last to shake
thing
te
straightforward
one
"The
there Is for me to do. I shall go back It alive. Do you know the first thing
to Lawrencevllle and take my medi- It did when it took bold again and
began to driver
cine."
"No."
"And after that?"
"Here Is where the law of chances
"That is for you to say, Corona.
falls to pieces, Corona. Without tellWould you marry a convict?"
ing me anything about It this newly
"You are not guilty."
of mine made a
"That Is neither here nor there. They emancipated man-soe
for the only Absolute Ego
will probably send me to prison, Just
the same, and the stigma will be mino woman it had ever known. And It
to wear for the remainder of my Ufe. found her."
Again the young woman laughed
I can wear it now, thank God But to
happily.
"If you are going to call me
chilyour
to
you
and
pass it on to
you'll have to make
If 2 could get names, Ego-madren, Corona
my own consent to that, you couldn't It up to me some other way," she said.
Whereupon, the moment being strictget yours."
ly
elemental and sacred to. demonstra"Yes, I could, John; I got It the first
brought me out tions of the absolute, he did.
time colonel-dadd- y
(THE END.)
here and let me see you. You were
you
you
thought
out of your head, and
World's Biggest Fish Net
were talking to Billy Starbuck in the
The largest fish net In the world
automobile on the night when you were
going with him to the fight at the dam. will soon be, in use in these waters,
It made me go down on my two knees, says the Avalon Islander. It Is 8,400
John, and kiss your poor, hot hands." feet long, 300 feet deep and has five
He slipped his one good, arm around purselike pockets made of a two-inc-h
tugs
mesh. Two
her and drew her close.
"Now I can go back like a man and and a fleet of small boats will accomfight it through to the end," he exulted pany the net. The equipment will cost
soberly. "Jlbbey will take me; I know almost (100,000 to fish for three
he Is wearing himself out trying to months. What chance for Its life will
make me believe that he can wait, and any fish have with such a net combing
that Verda understands, though he the channel day and night?
won't admit It And when it is all
Diet a Matter of Habit .
over, when they have done their worst
Our dally food Is to a, large extent
to me"
With a quick little twist she broke a matter of prejudice and habit We
away from the encircling arm.
think we must have certain things be"John, dear," she said, and her voice cause we always have had them. But
was trembling between a laugh and a the war has shown us that by the exsob, Tm the wickedest, wickedest ercise of intelligent planning we can
get the necessary nutriment for less
woman that ever lived and breathed
and the happiest I I knew what you money than we have been accustomed
would do, but I couldn't resist the to spend. Kansas City Star.
temptation to make you say It Lis
got a
Important Point
ten: this morning colonel-dadd- y
night-lette- r
from Billy Starbuck. You
She Would you marry a woman
have been wondering why Billy never who bad sued another man for breach
came out here to see you it was be- of promise?
cause he and Mr. Stillings have been
He How much did tita court award
in LtwrenceviUa, trying to clear you.
steel-jackete-

How Often Have

I

Got to Tell

Your

as colonel-dadd- y
and BlUy Starbuck
were getting ready to steal you away,
one of the others died. In some way
the report got out that you were the
one who died, and that made every
thing quite easy. Tha report has never
been contradicted, and wnen Air,
Macauley reached Brewster the police
DeoDle told him that be was too lata.'
Does everybody In
"Good heavens
1

Brewster think Tm dead?"

curve which Is employed.
, Low Neck for Day Usage.

,

Another interesting detail of fashion
Is the definite tendency toward a deep
decollete for day usage. The neckline

one-piec-

delta-shape-

bee-lin-

1

...

yl

The satin in this frock is arranged aa
a redingote to show a wide front
georgette
panel of biscuit-coloreboldly embroidered In black. The
sleeves are short, and the scarf la
attached to the frock.
.

d

may be on the Italian model, or It may,
be on the American Colonial model,
which brings the material high and

tight against the back and side of the
neck and then dips it down to a deep
square or delta in front.
The introduction of the high collar
seems to have come about through necessity rather than choice or Inclination. True, there are smart women
e
who Insist that their
frocks
flowershall have these
like collars that rise on the stem of
the neck and open out wide to envelop
the chin and the back of the head, but
the majority of women have adopted
high collars only with coat suits. They
don't know any other kinds of collar
to adjust with a jacket that Is high in
the neck and has rolling revers.
They find that the wash blouse,
which has a. high turn-ove- r
collar and
Is worn with a cravat of black or colored plcot ribbon, gives Just the right
silhouette to the neckline of an everyday cont suit. If this high collar cannot be adopted, then a low one must
be worn with the suit, because of its
collarless condition.
Strength of Surplice Jacket
The lessened number of chiffon
blouses shown this summer Is indicative of the lessened number of tailored
suits worn, so the workers claim. It
Is true that the shops are filled with
wash blouses, which are always in demand for many reasons. However,
there is a large segment of Anglo-Saxo- n
women who will not forsake the
coat and skirt, and they will cling to
It, If not for humane reasons, iu ordet
to give men work, then for personal
reasons. It Is our uniform, and we
know how to wear it We are not.
e
nearly so sure of the
frocks
d
as we are of the well-cucoat and skirt. It Is futile, therefore,
to speak of Its abolition while this
strong feeling of approval exists for it
in this country, as in England. And
because of this condition it is well for
women to realize that the buttonless
Jacket, or the surplice kind, is the one
preferred.
One might deduct, In looking at these
surplice Jackets, chemise robes,
tunics
and Callot
mummy gowns, that it Is a buttonless
era. We are to be tied into our
clothes from now on. In truth, those
startling Callot frocks for afternoon
and evening, which strike the only
really new note since 1915, give one
a quick memory of the ludicrous costumes of those who took part In picnic days, hopping along in coffee
sacks tied at the feet, through a lane
of cheering, excited pleasure seekers.
one-piec-

l;

k

tale-bear-

the rough material from resting;
against the skin.
Another feoture of the new neck arrangement which it is well to absorb
into the mind Is that the blouse with
the Italian decolletage is the best to
wear under all coats. It is wb"r to
avoid superimposing one collar orr another. This Italian neckline may be
round, or stroglht across the shoulders,
or brought to the base of the neck.
Tho wearer must decide on that, ner
features should determine the exact

one-pie- ce

ognized me?"

80-fo-

tnle-brlng- er

top-boo- ts

They are there now, and the wire says
that Watrous Dunham has. been arrest
ed end that he has broken down and
aries in the newspapers, or anything confessed. You are a free man, John ;

Nearly everybody. But you needn't
look so horrified. You're not dead,
you know; and there were no obitu-

New York. The world that amuses
or Instructs itself by watching the
changes In dress. finds Itself highly
diverted In the month of May. This
is the time for settlement. February
is full of rumors and cables from
I'nrls concerning the gowns that are
exploited there . by the dressmakers.
During the month of March the
clothes that arrive in America are
shown first by. tho importers, who
enter to the dressmakers, then by the
dressmakers and shops, who cater to
the public. After the first week of
April the public takes a hand lu the
settlement of fashions and wears its
new spring clothes at all hours, with
reckless prodigality.
Now, asserts a leading fashion authority, we come to the month of observation. We see what has fulled
and what has succeeded. We know
what the public likes and what It has
'
discarded.
, .
Established Neckline.
In the settlement of fashions which
comes this month there Is one predominant feature that Interests the majority as well as the minority. It is
the new arrangement of the neckline.
This style has been creeping on us
unawares since January, but It seems
to have sprung out of ambush and attacked the people as the warm weather burst over the land.
Those who were not observing fash-Io- n
closely went about with their
shirtwaist collars pulled out over the
coat collnrs, or the wide collars of
gulmpes pulled out over the bare edge
of a
frock.
Then, suddenly, the whole process
seemed to be wrong.
The careless
public observed that the fastidious
crowd had abandoned white coat collars. They olso noticed that the necke
line of a
frock was not outlined by a collar except at the back.
They noticed that snllor collars had
disappeared from fashionable garments. They realized that the neckwas
line, Instead of being
d
square and deeply decollete, or
the decolletage that we associate with Dresden shepherdesses,
Dolly Varden styles, Mozartlan opera
and Janice Meredith. This kind of
neckline was accepted only for frocks ;
it should go without saying that it was
not contemplated for coats.
But whatever the garment, its neckline was no more hidden and enveloped by a white collar. It is quite
probable that this somersault In fash-Ion- s
disturbed the minds of more
women than even the Incoming of the
tight skirt, for it necessitated thought
and an entire change in the arrangement of the garments which have
been carelessly worn In the same combination for several seasons. It made
one go into numerous shops and regard one's self for numerous moments
before mirrors In order to secure a
satisfactory adjustment of the new
fashion to one's neck and face. '
High Collar on Coat Suits.
And another movement in the arrangement of the neck is disquieting.
It Is the Introduction of the high col- -

one-piect,

The sketch shows a gown of black
satin, with tight skirt and pointed
apron lined with white. The slim
bodjee Is of white georgette crepe
embroidered with bands of Jet beads.

well-sewe-

lar at an hour when the high fashion
designers decided to discard it, and
the public was Informed that it was
no longer in first fashion. No sooner
had this edict gone out and been accepted than a vast number of women
women, too appeared
with high loose collar, that either enveloped the chin or rolled in a loose
fold beneath it.
There are two or three practical
things that every woman must somehow manage to master in, this new
fashion If she Intends to look her best (Copyright, 1918, by the McClure Newspaseason.
during the
per Syndicate.)
One of them is that a coat suit reBlack satin Is charmingly decorated
quires some kind of collar at the back
and sides of the neckline, to prevent With white crystal beads.
well-dresse- d

warm-weath-
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Courage Is a matter of the blood.
Without good red blood a man has a
weak heart and poor nerves.
In the spring Is the best time to
take atock of one'a condition. If the
blood Is thin and watery, face pale or
pimply, generally weak, tired and listless, one should take a spring tonic.
One that will do the spring
an
herbal remedy that was osea by everybody nearly
60 years ago Is still safe and sane because It contains no alcohol or narcotic. It Is made up of Blood root, Gold-.e- n
Seal' root, Oregon Grape root,
Queen's root, Stone root, Black Cherry
bark extracted with glycerine and
made Into liquid or tablets. This blood
tonic was first put out by Dr. Tierce
In ready-to-us- e
form and since then
has been sold by million bottles as Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. If
druggists do not keep this in tablet
form, send 60 cents for a vial to Dr.
Pierce's Invalids Hotel, Buffalo; N. Y.
.Kidney disease carries away a large
percentage of our people. What Is to
be done? The answer is easy. Eat less
meat eat coarse, plain food, with plenty
of vegetables, drink plenty of water
between meals, and take an uric acid
olvent after meals for a while, such as
Anurlc (double strength), obtainable at
almost any drug store. It was first
discovered by Dr. Pierce. Most every
one troubled with uric acid finds that
Anurlc dissolves the uric acid as hot
water does sugar. You can obtain a
trial package by sending ten cents to
Doctor Pierce's Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute in Buffalo, N. I.
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no more Deceetarw
than Smallpox. Army
experience bu deaaoBjtratee)
M

I

tho almost miraculous frt-eaey, and bvnltmnt, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
Be vaccinated NOW by your physician, ym aad
your family. It to mora Tltal than houM Intursnca.
Aik jroor physician, dniffist, or lend fot Hay
you bad Typhoid?" felling of Typhoid Vaccina,
resulta hora uta, and danter from Typhoid Carriers.
THE CUTTM UBOIATOBY,
BUUUY, CAL.
eeoouciae Mecíais sisaas eaeta a. a, ear. uciaet

Small Pill
Small Dom
Small Price m
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niTTLE
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FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, Indigestion and to
deaf up a bad complexion.

PALE FACES
lack;
Generally Indicate
el Iron in the Blood

Carter's Iron Pilb
Wut help tbla condition

forgets her first love
nor forgives herself Is she marries
him.
A woman never

Important to Mothere

"Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOBIA, that famous old remedy
for Infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

It la easier to lead a man to the
niter than it is to make him eat war
biscuits. '
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.
Always think twice before you speak
and nine times out of ten you will
have no occasion to say a word.
Do You Know About

CATTLE?
De Toa Want to Know the
CATTLE BUSINESS ?

Prop us
get jr&JM

post

card

today

Information
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ue new
VATTI.F- - BREEDS AND ORIGIN"
about all breeds of oatlla on earth.
W. MVID

ROBERTS'

TETERIMART

C9. , 1 100, WiUKESIMjrit

O K ft Developing and Printing

III
w

Send any size mm by mall enclos-Ing 25o stamps and we will develop
roll and maka one print of each
a
pood film. We pay return postage. We emserploy ph olograph lo experts only.
offer to acquaint
vios. This is a first-orde- r
yon With our superior service and results.
AUSTIN'S

Take "Eatonic" and Laugh At
Stomach Troubles
II. L. Kramer, the man who originated Cascarets, has discovered a sure,
relief for bad stomsafe, quick-actinachs. He named It EATONIC fbr your
stomach's sake.
(
You can cat anything you like now
and digest it in comfort, for stomach
ease is positively assured if you eat
an EATONIC tablet regulurly after
g

fill and laugh at indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, "sour stomach" aud oil
the other bugaboca of

Kramer says: "EATONIC should be
In every home ready for use after evI
ery meal. .An EATONIC tablet will
1,
t
aid you naturally to easily digest
and assimilate your food can be thoroughly enjoyed without the slightest
eucb meal.
EATONIC acts directly with the danger of misery from acid stomach.
food the moment it enters the stom- I strongly advise every one to take EAach. It immediately checks any ten- TONIC after meals. To correct had
dency toward too much acid and en- stomachs and keep them In perfect
aWaMaaJ 6 railUflll'
laliaiMlliHKliMWilHlllllllllÉ
lllllllMlal
i Km mmh
ables the food to pass from the stom- condition, it Is a most wonderful dis1 French 'cavalrymen escorting German prisoners, to the rear after a fight on the Somme. 2 Review of
ach Into the bowel in a sweetened con- covery."
If EATONIC falls to give yo
division, National army, from Camp Bowie, in Fort Worth, Tex. 3 Canadians repairing one of
the Thirty-sixtdition, and thus prevents the formathe big observation balloons that are of so much help In directing the fire of the artillery.
tion of sour distressing gases that up- prompt stomach relief, your money
set digestion and cause a bloated, dull, will be refunded ; 60c buys a large box
feeling that makes your at any drug store. Or write to Eatonic
lumpy
ment explains that the brigading plan Monday he issued a call for help to
Remedy Co., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., ChiFOOD REPEAT.
In
temporary,
REVIEW
operation la
NEWS
adopted to prevent It The family of the late czar
OF
EATONIC enables you to eat your cago, U. S. A.
meet the emergency In which it Is dehas been removed to Kiev and is in
sirable to send over as many Amerithe hands of the Germans. Near the
When the old loy with a sanctiA Beaut.
cans as possible without waiting for Mongolian-SiberiaGeneral monious face breaks loose he Is gen"Is sin good looking?" "I nhotild soy
WEEK their arms and ammunition. Later Semenoff continues to border
THE
wage successful erally the gayest bird of nil.
she Is. The clerk sold her five pounds
they will return to the American army war on the bolshevik forces.
of sugar nil at once."
and will be using American equipment.
m
The Finnish White guard seems to
It Is gratifying to note that General
Preparations Made by Teutons
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
EASY! CORNS
Pershing now Issues dally official com- have gained almost 'complete control
Plerce'a Pleasant Pelleta. They regufor Renewal of Drives in
muniques on the doings of the Americapture
of the country, celebrating the
late liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
can forces, following the system of the of Tammcrfors
by massacring 600
France and Italy.
LIFT RIGHT OUT
A Discrimination.
other allies.
Russians and Great Britain has offered
1
to recognize the Finnish republic on
"Everybody admires a good loser."
The continuous battle for supremcertuln conditions.
The trouble there
"Yenr replied Miss Cayenne. "But
HUN NAVY IS CONCENTRATED acy in the air raged with Increasing may not be over, however, for late reliiilioily envies
in."
ALL
HURT
AT
DOESNT
AND
ports say a great number of Russians
intensity all through the week and offiC08T3 ONLY FEW CENTS.
cial reports led to the belief that the are massed on the border of Finland
He Is the richest man who enriches
flyers, of the allied armies generally and a big battle Is Imminent
mankind most.
Wilhelm and Charlea Renew Austro-GermI
Magic
drop
Freezone
a
little
Just
I
had the best of It. American aviators
Treaty Russia Writhing
corn, Instantly it stops
, President
won several notable victories. GenerWilson and the senate on that touchy
Under Kaiser's Oppression-Presi- dent
military affairs committee conflicted aching, then you lift the corn off with
al
Pershing
reported
commissionthe
Names Hughes
I
No humbug I
ing of nearly 1,000 student aviators. again last week when Chairman Cham- the fingers. Truly
to Investigate Aircraft
The French have delivered to his army berlain proposed a resolution that
Production Charges.
000 battle planes and 900 training
would permit the committee to inquire
planes, and the Havtland battle plane,
into the conduct of the war, though
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
made in America are beginning to arthe Initial purpose was merely to in
Operations of last week In the war rive.
vestigate the aircraft production colzones led to the prediction that the
lapse and consequent charges of discentral powers were preparing to
On Sunday Emperor Charles visited honesty.
Mr. Wilson declared unestrike hard and soon on two fronts
the kaiser at great headquarters and quivocally that he would consider the
In France and Italy with some prosadoption of the resolution as a decmade plans for a renewal of the
pects of a great naval battle In the
alliance, to last twenty laration of want of confidence In the
North sea. It was admitted by the years. The news of this of course was administration, and a restrictive
Germans that their tremendous losses received with rejoicing by the
amendment by Senator Thompson of
were largely responsible for the delay
of Austria-Hungarbut, Kansas did not remove his objections
In resuming their drive on the west
equally of course, the treaty Is bitterly to It On Wednesday the president
front They were very busy reorgan- opposed by the Slavs and other
announced the appointment of Charles
izing their forces and bringing up
Try Freezone t Your druggist eella
elements in Charles' realm. E. Hughes to act with the attorney
fresh troops who have not yet been The people there as a whole are more general In the aircraft Investigation
tiny bottle for a few cents, sufficient
engaged In the fighting there. Rain and more desirous of peace and there and the choice was received with gen- to rid your feet of every hard corn,
and mud, ably seconded by the altied is fear that the agreement will Prus- eral approval. The former Justice of soft corn, or corn between the toes,
aviators, made difficult the moving of sianize their army and compel even the Supreme court made a great rec- and callouses, without one particle of
supplies by the Huns, but they kept at greater efforts In the war. By some ord In the New York insurance investi- pain, soreness or irritation. Freezone
the task doggedly. Meanwhile their the preparations for an offensive In gation, and It Is believed the criminal Is the discovery of a noted Cincinnati
artillery ceaselessly pounded away at Italy are looked on as a direct result chnrges In the aircraft production genius. Adv.
various important salients held by the of the conference.
According to Comatter will be thoroughly gone Into by
The man who can smile in the time
allies. In return the latter gave more penhagen reports, the two emperors him without fear or favor.
of adversity has a mortgage on success.
than they received.
selected kings for Lithuania, Courland,
There were many infantry operaEsthonla and Poland, but the men
Under the able leadership of Mr.
tions that must.be classed as small chosen were not named.
You May Try Cutlcura Free
Schwab the shipbuilding forces of the
because of the magnitude of the "'arUnited States are going ahead with Send today for free samples of Cutl
The meeting of the rulers was atfare, but which resulted In the recov- tended by the kings of Bavaria and their work at a great rate. The big cura Soap and Ointment and learn
ivtrtei tun not It t f.f.tt
ery of valuable posltldns by the allies. Saxony, who, though not Invited, concrete steamer Faith, built at San how quickly they relieve Itching, skin
In one or two Instances the Germans ''sought to maintain the Importance of Francisco,, underwent trial' runs that and scalp troubles. For free samples,
also gained footholds In the tines but their kingdoms as parts of the German
were altogether satisfactory, and the address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston."
counter-attack- s
always drove them empire and not leave Prussia the "sole steel vessel Tuckahoe was declared At druggists and by mall. Soap 25,
R.f.U.S.Pat.Ofr'
out promptly and they Invariably suf- arbiter of German destinies."
That ready to sail from Philadelphia Just Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
Kids
fered heavy casualties. The kaiser's sounds big, but the fact remains that 37 days after the keel was laid. The
tracheal. krahMaL elertasKl
exfleet
Exemplifying
Is
duty
than
better
armies, however, showed no especial Prussia la as much the boss of the shipping board decided Thursday to
reseats efcr invented tor eniklrea I it
signs of weakening, and no competent
German empire as ever.
build 14 concrete tank steamers, with plaining It.
reare of esa, Mede ta ana piece wi
beet, fcaejy siipard aa at as.
observer doubts that they are still
a total capacity of 105,000 tons, and
f walked. No ti'ihl elastic beach te
capable of tremendous efforts and will
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
orculaooa. Medeia Mm draws,
The kaiser Is treating Russia just four concrete cargo vessels. The board
aaaniaa blue aael while hackee?
make them. General Foch and, Indeed, as a thoroughly defeated enemy might also prepared to let contracts for 200 Crona Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, elaar
Maoti (Mar wnihl,
ia avarierv of iJeeaniadeaiani
all the allied commanders, await the expect to betreated by him, despite more wooden ships of 4,700 tons each, wfiite clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
appropriately
trimmed' with
all
renewal of the offensive with confiHis In addition to 200 recently authorized,
the peace treaty of
taletea. At aaraMak
The buck of a clock is olways beCeSow
dence that their men can withstand it. demands are exorbitant and enforced In order to keep the ways occupied unMe ia Dnteh aecl witbeJeeYrt
loa
I
J daceee OTbithaccaaad
V
by arms, and In an address to the town til the end of the war. Thus the ship- hind time.
i ta eoiMBi inowinacM- (erent Materials seal ilea ao
The same confidence prevails on the council of
he an- ping problem Is gradually being solved,
Seqiiiisl.
Btat
of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
Italian front, where also General Foch nounces that "Sebastopol has been and while America and Great Britain County
as.
SI. CO the suit
ia
Cheney
nnvtes
are
richly
big,
he
fleet
a
is In supreme command. The
makes
laden
with
building
oath
vessels their
that
captured
Frank J.
are
Bay Now Oa and altar Juna tal
Cheney
partner
F.
firm
of
J.
the
of
senior
great
Inhave been concentrating
there." More than that, he Is prepar- sinking the German submarines In
the pnce will be 3 1. 3.
ac Co., doing buslneaa in the City of Toli your tW ceaoot super? etw
forces there. Including much artillery ing to call on the Baltic provinces that creasing numbers. The're'were reports ledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
we will end there, coerces
HUNfirm will pay tha sum of ONE
they have had on the French front, were a part of Russia to supply men last week that Germany was about to said
aa receipt ci price, $1.0
DRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
and they were expected to deliver for the German armies. No other con- put Into commission some
that cannot be cured by the use of
SerUfsctioo
fnaranteer KOVE RALLS
MEDICINE.
their blow between the Stelvlo pass struction can be placed on his proclalarger than any yet seen, but the allied HALL'S CATARRH
at money rcfundd.
FRANK J. CHENET.
S.u..PAi.urr.
find Monte Grappa, just east of the mation recognizing the Independence
said they were
naval comiuouders
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
A NEW SUIT
December,
my
presence,
day
6th
of
this
In
breaking
of
hope
resays:
Brenta,
"We ready for those, too. To further
the
of Lithuania, in which he
FREE
A. D. U81
through to Brescia and Milan. The assume that Lithuania will participate strict the activities of the undersea
íSeal) A. W. Gleason, Notary Public.
IF THEY WP
tak-an
CATARRH MEDICINE la
Bewart of imitations.
Austrian positions In that sector are In the war burdens of Germany which craft the British have laid a great HALL'S
CO.
Internally
acta through the Blood
Look for this label (3T LEVI STRAUSS
admittedly better than those of the secured her liberation." As Lithuania mine field In the North sea, covering tn the MucousandSurface! of the System.
StN rofcrsco.cL.
,
76c.
Druggists,
free.
Testimonial!
Italians. To' repel the expected drive has neither money nor munitions to about 22,000 square miles. The marl-LEVI STRAUSS ft CO., Saa Fnacitce
F. J. Cheney eV Co., Toledo, Ohio.
the Italians have the assistance of contribute, the kaiser must mean men, ners are growing more and more skillMfrs. of "Fmdom.Allt"mmmml
tor wocnoa
British, French and Americans In and the Lithuanian national council ful In evnding the submarines, as Is
Insult Aunt Columbia, and note
number at least equal to the Italian says the country will not consent to shown by the fact that In the first four Uncle Sam spitting on his hands.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
forces sent to France and Flanders.
have Its citizens dragooned into the months of this year 172 British vessels
Early Tuesday Italian naval units ranks of the kaiser.
were attacked by them and escaped
succeeded In stealing Into Pola harbor,
In the Caucasus the Germans under- uninjured.
and torpedoing an. Austrian dread-naug- took to gain control of the graiji, coal,
2av--bill finally
of, the Vlrlbus Cnltls class. At oil and Iron districts by the capture of ' The Overman
tais1
y a
a e rree 'i
y in fco,cT: ur.T
the same time Italian seaplanes en- Rostov-on-Dobut they held the city was passed by the house by a vote of
ww aaa aa
mrz-- r- --M
9eeKeA.-t5
J
gaged and routed the Austrian battleonly one day, when the Russlnns re295 to 2, Representatives Sterling of
planes over Pola.
captured It. There are several powerIllinois and Gillett of Massachusetts
Ha
ful groups of Russians operating in the casting the only negative votes. All
The prediction of a naval battle In Don region, and others all through attempts to amend It were voted down.
the North sea was based on the fact south Russia, and Germany has proThe house passed the conference rethat the entire German Baltic fleet, claimed war at Ekaterlnoslav, Odessa port on the bill requiring the registerWhere in Western Canada vou can buv at from
excepting a few light cruisers, was re- and Poltava and mined the entrance ing of youths who Have reached the
$18 to $30 per acre good tarn laad that will raise
called to Kiel, and great activity at Into the Sea of Asov. Id the Ukraine age of twenty-on- e
years since June 5
20 to 45 bnaheto to the acre ef $2 wheat
its
movement Increases last Their names are to go at the
that base was reported. The German the
easy to figure the profit. Many Western Canadian
navy probably feels a bit humiliated dally, the people being very bitter. In bottom of the lists.
(scores
S.)
them
U.
from the
of
farmer!
hare raid for their land from a
Huropean
over the second British raid on
Russia, says a dispatch
With the appointment of Felix
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100 profit on labor and investment
in which the old cruiser Vindicfrom Samara, less than half the arable Frankfurter as administrator of war
is worth investigation.
tive, laden with concrete, was sunk at land usually cultivated will be tilled labor activities the government put
Canada extends to you hearty Invitation to settle on her
blocking
the entrance of the channel,
this year.,, pwlng to the shortage of Into operation Its plan for controlling
seed, horses and 'implements and the and directing the labor supply, "his duit to all large vessels.
160
unsettled condition brought about by ties being administrative as contrastpriced
some
Manitoba,
of
low
secure
the
lands
in
or
Saskatchewan er
fighting
on
the the land division. Well posted Britons ed with the judicial and legislative
Partlclpatlon in the
Alberta. Think what yea can make with wheat at $2 bosliel and land so
west front by. the Americans brigaded are urging that the allies continue to functions of the war labor board headeasy to (ret Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and
ed by Mr. Taf
with the British and French is increas- help Russia in the work of reconstrucr"W
....
Flax. .Mixed farmlBf, and cattle raising.
Gering' dally, and it. is now made known
.
to
balk
efforts
of
tion in order
the
(
agreeable: railway fa
is
healthful
and
climate
The
premany. It Is recognized by all that GerAppealing to the people of small
that 'whenever American troops
cilities excellent; good schools snd churches convenient
dominate in the brigade divisions many's pence hopes now lie wholly in means, the government last week
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
comput
will
under
be
Is
to
permitted
divisions
Savings
she
east
launched
camstamp
a War
the
and that if
these
rates to Supt Immigration, Ottawa. Canada, or to
Pershing.
This,
is
it
mand of General
realize them she will have won the paign that brought excellent resulta all
W. V. BENNETT
over the country. Elaborate plans were
believed, will bring larger numbers of war regardless of the conditions imRoom alt Bee Bldg Omaha. Nebs
also completed for the campaign to
our boys to the battle line rapidly and posed on her in the west.
Caaadlaa Government A rent
Lenlne professes to see signs of a raise the second Red Cross war fund
contribute greatly to the spirit of unity
n
In Russia and on of 1100,000.000.
and concerted effort The war depart
Ttft
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STATE BANK REPORT
Report oí the condition of the Roy Trust
& Savings Bank, of liOY, New Mexico, at
May 10, 1918.
the close of. business

AL PUEBLO! DE NUEVO

MEXICO.
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Cada hombre, mujer y nlfio en
Nuevo Mexico puede ayudar en
eanar la guerra economizando
loa alimento.
- Cada
muchacho y cada mu-

mercy drawn through

an ocean of unspeakable pain'

r

-- '

is operating twenty
in the American ArmZone in France to

It has established and

dis-pensar-

iés

care for the needy families there and to improve
health conditions in that section ready for our troops?
in the War Zone to keep them away , from the

danger of gas and shell fire?

It has divided the entire War Zone into six main
districts, with Red Cross workers at each point to
distribute cooking, utensils, agricultural implements,
beds, bedding, food and clothing?

'i

build- -

nrn vides builders and read
ings to house thehomeless in the devastated regions,
often before the walls of the destroyed homes have
Tt

t-un

cooled?

j

M

.

2

Overdrafts,

8

Furniture and Fixtures

unsecured,

$.'(;i.6!)

s

$500.00- ?u,00.j.O3

(a) Nat amt. dde from Nat'n'l Banks,
b Net amt due from Reserve Banks,

11

Net arnt due from Banks and Baulera,
other than included in 10 and 11,

12

a Outside checks and
other cash items,
b Fractional currency,
nicke sand cents,

15

-

Tctal,

$1,00'

11,412 46
$1,5 :3,41

ISO 95
'

Coin and Currency,

IS

guerra.
Cada comerciante quien almacene provisiones de substitutos
de trigo y que urge & sus clientes á que compren esos substitutos está ayudando en ganar la
guerra; y también ayudan todos
los restaurantes y posadas, en
donde se rehuse eervir productos de trigo.
Nuestros soldados ya medio
'
millón do ellos están en Francia
tienen que comer trigo. Ellos
tienen quo recibir hasta la últi- ma libra que podamos tener en
nuestra, hasta que
posesión
venga la cosecha próxima. Usted
no se puede llamar patriota á
menos que haya Vd. hecho algo
para asistir en ahorrar ese trigo
v
para ellos.
EL ADMINISTRADOR DE ALIMENTOS DE NUEVO MEX- ." ICO.

1",914 66.

-

.

5,2.r' .0.V

íJiiaTo-

-

-

Liabilities
2f)

21
22
."

.

$5,00;).00"
$11,000.00

Capital Stock Tai J In
Surplus fund
Undivided Profits
$5,195.49
(c)'Less current expensfP,
inteiet and taxt ptiia, 2,57". 1)2

2, C 17. 56.

Demand Deposits
27

Individual Deposits, subject to cl.eck

33

Cashiar s Checks

.12

State Deposits,

33

County deposits

119,3: 0.O1

óutítmiin,

?I5

30

5,171,21
ÍÓ,

Total of Demand deposit3

403,04

130,070.22

Time Deposits,

v

Payable after 3) days or subject U 3D days notice- $20,CS1 32
35 Certifícalas of deposit,
S2J.0SI.3.'
Total of Time deposits,
4i Bills payable including
21,000.03
$M,0U0O
mimry bo rowed,
ItJiiy.iOlt 10

Total,

,

It is bringing over two hundred tons of supplies

every day into Paris, from which one hundred and )
twenty-fiv- e
tons are reshipped to branch warehouses
&
over France?

It is providing

an artificial limb factory, outside
of Paris, in addition to special plants for the making
í
of spliñts?

f

j

What will you give to keep this Hand of Mercy 1
4
at its work?
(it
'.II

f
Every cent of every dollar received for the Red Cross War Fund goes for War Relief.
It feeds and clothes entire populations In times of
great calamity.
It Is there to help your soldier boy In his tims of

The American Red Croas Is the largest and most
efficient organization (or the relief of suffering that the
World has ever seen.
It Is made up almost entirely of volunteer workers,
the higher executives being without exception men accustomed to large affairs, who are In almost all cases

Loans and7 Discounts,'

11

ganar la guerra.
Cada persona quien "lama su
plato," quien no echa á perder
ningun alimento en sus comidasestá ayudando en ganar la
guerra.
Cada agricultor que labre mils
tierra y piante más este ofio
rstá ayudando en ganar la

It is housing and feeding thousands of children

except those shown n (hi
li;t.7l2.23'

1

9 Real Estate, other than Banking FIou3e,

el trigo.
Cada directora de casa quien
discontinúe por completo el uso
' de harina de trigo usando en su
lugar harina de avena, de maíz,
arroz y patatas 6 demás substitutos esta cooperando, en la victoria final.
Cada madre quien ayude en
economizar trigo" para que se
pueda. enviar a su muchacho 6
al de alguna otra madre de
Nuevo Mexico .esta ayudando en

that

87

Resources

chacha bastante grandes para
comer
una patata también
pueden asistir en la guerra. El
consumo de patatas economiza

Facts About the American Red Cross
Did you know

ferial No.

,

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF MORA,
La Obra Esplendida De Nuevo Mexico.
"Su estado lia hecho un trabajo
maravilloso y ha mostrada ima economía de CO por ciento de trigo," dijo
E. F. Cullen, asistente del Sr. Herbert
Hoover, en su visita á Albuquerque
recientemente. El alto funcionarlo
derramó cumplimientos á la patrió-

We. H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justicj, Cashier,'
oí th? adove nam?d Bank, 0o holímnly vvfar that the

above Statement
and belief.

"

H. E. Jones, President

'

Economice Vd. Esa Onza De Carne.
Si cada un en Nuevo Mexico
una onza de carne en cada
comida, comiendo poco menos, eso
representarla I,4nn,000 libras ahorradas en Nuevo Mexico cada mes. La
administración de alimentos anuncia
una carencia siempre creciendo en las
existencias de carne y al mismo tiempo una demanda siempre creciendo de
parte de nuestsos soldados y de los
aliados. Un consumo general reducido
hará innecesario el establecimiento de
un día sin carne.

tme.to the best of cur knowledge

Signed:

tica, abnegación, al sacrificio personal
"íle.los Nuevo Mejicanos,

3

C. L.

Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,
H. B.
C. L.

Jones, Director,.
Justice, Dirfcr,

subscribed and sworn to before me this 2!st day cf
May.

A. D. 1918.

SEAL

'

.

F. IT. FOSTER, .Justice of the Peace

Mrs. Myra 0. DeFrees. and
Banns were read at the church
children
marriage
of
Hazel and Roily, left
Sunday
for
the
last
need.
With Its thousands of workers. Its tremendous
Gallegos of the Red Tuesday for Little Rock, ArkanBruno
Mrs.
stores and smooth running transportation facilities.
It Is serving as America's advance' guard and thus
Le Obligaron á Comprar Bono3. ' River Canyon, and Sr. Selvestre sas, to visit her sister, Mrs. Rev.
giving their services without pay.
helping to win the war.
'
It Is supported entirely by its membership fees and
J.
J. White de Mountainair, tuvo Torres of the sams neighborhood Ford for a time and will then go
Conpress authorizes It.
by voluntary contributions.
que presentarse por la segunda vez
Tresident Wilson heads It.
on to Pafoka 111 for the rest of
It Is today bringing relief to Buffering humanity,
The War Department audits Its accounts.
ante el administrador de alimentos de
both military and civil. In every War lorn allied country.
Your Army, your Navy and your Allies enthusU
Lieutenant C. B. Belknap son the summer.
estado por vender cantidades excesiastlcally endorse It.
It plans tomorrow to help in the work of restoraTwenty-tw.
million Americans have joined It.
vas de harina de trigo con substjtutos of Mr. and Mrs. Belknap of the
tion throughout the world.
en violación db los reglamentos. Snííó
Depot at Roy arrived Tuesday
For Sale a $ 3. Cornet good a
él de apuro bastante fácilmente:
a 10 day new for $10. also a surveron out
has
visit.
lie
brief
a
for
'
$23(1
por
aceptó
comprar
de
bonos
de
yThis space is paid for and donated bA large number of Catholic
Libertad y prometió observar las Furlough to spend with his fit, at a bargain,
people from Fo .atte ded Mass reglas.
'
parents.
Jack Mills, Roy N. M. '
at Mills Sunday with Fr Vachon
o

'

(

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE Co.,
ROY TRADING COMPANY,
.

can Io n you money on you
final receipt as easy as on your
failed to oatent or warranty deed and

PAY YOUR POLL TAX

I

date many have
pay their Poll Tax. This tax beour mortgage iveed not bear but
came due and delinquent, April
percent interest. Come in and
1st and there are many delin- let us talk to you about your
'
quent from last year. The law oan.
the
go
to
makes it your duty to
J. E. Wildman, Loan and Ine
Secretary of the School Board surance Agency. Office at
and pay your Foil Tax and all
north end Chicosa St,
who do not by June 1st, 1918 will
Row N. M.
find their account in the hands
of the Justice of the Peace where
they will pay it with costs
has ordered the rest
The
This means exactly what it of the series Red Cross stereogovern yourself typed ads and will continue their
says, please
accordingly.
use in its columns. Business men
J. L. SWAIN, Sec'y, who want to
in boostRoy School District No.l33.
ing for the Red Cross may still
have the opportunity to assist in
Rev. O. W. Hearn will preach the propaganda
and eveninir at the
mnrnim?
- '
r
To

5

resi-Jenc-

S--

A

,

-

Christian Church in Roy Sunday
morning and evening.
His many friends arc glad to
know that he will remain here
unless called to"Y" work in the
Cantonments for which he has
signed upas reserve.

.

LETTERS
ÁDVKUTISUD
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
May 6th 1918,
is a list of letters
following
The
vemaininir in the Post Office, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to May ttn
Ida Ragle,
Feliz Miranda.

Lottie Byone,
The above letters will rem&in
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
end of that time, same will be
sent to the Division of Dead Letters,. San Francisco California.
When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
Jetters delivered.

P.M.

,Wm. 0.
F. W. Schultz has undertaken
the ice business. in Roy this sumDuty of Being Brave.
mer and will keep a carload in It Is an everlasting duty, the duty
value.
the cellar under the Palace bár oí being brave. Valor Is still
that
still
is
a
of
tnau
duty
first
The
He will make no deliveries bat oX
subduing fear. We must get rid of
sell ice at 1 cant per pound fla' fenr; we cannQi act till then. A man
foe must
rate on all amounts above 251bs. ehuil und must foe .vullaut.always
the
nml
Now
miiiTli forward.
R. C. Gambrel of route "A" His hours are 6 to 9,30 A. II couipleienw tl Li victmy
iar
sent .him in futura This is special concession to Roy trUl ikienuiHA Jtvp. wucU vi a ua
orders the
cared
'of
like all the rest he tame in un-- .'
7.?
to handle ice at 11.
solicited because he want3
S-- A

.

es

it

--

Frank Seidel is expected home
Yv'illDavenport was in from
soon on a forlough as an expert the farm to visit his wife and
farmer and tractor man. We hope daughter at Dr. Self's Sanitóriura
he gets to come.
The young lady arrived last week
Garcia,
former and is regulation size and superiGuadalupe
Citizen of Roy died at his home or quality common people were
in Dawson May 19th after a hot allowed to know about it at

Abran Vds. Una Cocina Hoover.
cocinas do demonstration
Hoover se deberían establecer en
En muchas
toifas las poblaciones.
poblaciones los ' mercaderes han proveído de cuartos y los han equipado
con estufas de cocina y otros aparatos, para uso gratis en el estudhTdel
u.o económjco de los substitutos de
trigo y sus formulas para la cocina.
Las mujeres en cada población y aldea deberían ocuparse del establecimiento de una cantina Hoover.
La
Señora Ruth Miller, de Santa Fé, está
encargada de ése trabajo para la' Administración de Alimentos.

John Weisdorfer is rejoicing
formerly
of
over
a new well at 117 feef with
John Linson,
Tueswater more man uiey can puiiip
Mosquqro was on the train

Las

Alfred Degal,

JOHNSON,

Gustan Más Les Marranos
Que Los Soldados.
El administrador do alimentos ha
cwc'.itrailo varias casos en. quo los
agricultores del valle de Peros prefinirían dar trigo á sur marranos que
alimentar i los soldados de América
Eso no es
y lo estíiu haciendo.
nada monos que deslealdad . . . linar
el precioso trigo (Je esa manera al
presente día.
A Ellcs le

:

Puede Producir Su Propia Harina.
El administrador de alimentos de
estado, el Sr. Ely, dice que Nuevo
Mexico puede fílcilmente proveerse de
cu harina moliendo su trigo en casa
en vez de enviarlo á Kansas y Colorado y luego rspedlr de nuevo la harina & Nuevo Mexico. Los molinos
de hacer harina en Nuevo Mexico pueden moler cuatro veces más de lo que
eslan mollendoal presente, y se
tima que fl hecho do moler el grano
cusa m. re;:, di enviarlo 4 fuera
Mi
"ochoiii.'ücrt- al pwK:o, A Neevo Mex750,000..,,,.. , ,,
ico,! car.t0ad
'

long illness. He leaves a wife and first.
six children.

day going to Dawson to visit his
son who lives there. He has
seen many strange experiences
in the'past two years he tells us.

to lower it. Burgess & Reed of
Soliino were his "drillers, they
are disposing of their drill as it
interferes with farming,
I.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap bro7s, rrop s
,

'

Office and Exchange,

'

ROY, N. M.

Connects with LONG DISTANCE PHONE at Springer. Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines coa-- ,
and intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

